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ASSEMBLYMAN JACK COLLINS (Vice Chairman) : Good 
afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to Salem County, the 
Third Legislative District. My name is Assemblyman Jack 
Collins, and I am the Vice Chairman of the Assembly Economic 
Development and Agriculture Committee. Chairman Joseph 
Azzolina, unfortunately, will not be able to be here today, so 
in his absence, I will be chairing this particular hearing 
before the Committee. 

Before I make opening remarks and introduce to you the 
members of the Committee, it is an honor ·for me to ask 
Freeholder Director Joe Dyer, who many of us in·this room know 
is the person behind this Committee coming_ down here today, to 
say a few words of welcome to the Committee. Director Dyer. 
FREEHOLDER D'IRECTOR JOSEPH DYER 
(speaking from audience; no microphone): Thank you, 
Assemblyman. It is a pleasure to welcome you to the garden 
spot of the Garden St~te -- Salem County. We are pleas·ed to 
have the Assemblymen in our district here today bring us some 
words of_· wisdom, and perhaps hear something about economic 
development in this agricultural community. . 

I see that there are a lot of speakers here. I see a 
lot of people are interested in hearing what the Assembly can 
help us with through the State offices. We do have an Economic 
Development Committee active in this county, and we are 
searching for ways to increase the tindiscernible) and the base 
for our whole State and our whole county. 

So, we welcome you to Salem County. I hope this will 
be a very productive afternoon. Thank you very much, 
Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you, Mr. Director. 
Before I make my opening remarks and we start taking 

testimony from :the many of you who are committed to economic 
development in the southern part of the State of New Jersey, I 
would like to introduce to you the members of this Committee. 



To my far right is Assemblyman Jack Hendrickson, from the Ninth 

Legislative District. Assemblyman Hendrickson is also the 
Assistant Majority Leader in the Assembly. We welcome you, 
Assemblyman, to Salem County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Thank you very much, 

Chairman Collins. It is a pleasure to be in Salem. It was a 

nice trip coming down from part of the tourism county -- Ocean 
County -- through our road ·system. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: To my far left is Assemblyman 

Anthony Marsella, from the· Fourth District. Assemblyman 

Marsella is also the Minority Whip of the Assembly. He just 

had a little trip, but it is still good to get him out of 

Gloucester County down here into Salem County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: Thank you, Jack. It's a 

pleasure coming down to the far south of South Jersey. I am 

from the Gloucester County area. I can tell you .this: Jack 

Collins does a good job on this Committee as the Vice Chairman, 

seeing that the southern part of this State is protected, and 

also trying to go forwardin economic development. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you, Assemblyman. · To 

Asseiriblyman Marsella's right is my fellow Assemblyman from the 

Third District, Assemblyman Gary Stuhltrager, who is here today 

to respond to the discussion. He is Vice Chairman of the 
Judiciary Committee. We decided -- Tony, Jack, and I, and we 

even called John Rooney, who may well be here -~ Assemblyman 

Rooney is en route ~- that we were going to let this gentleman 
join us today. So, welcome to this Committee, Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: - Well, Jack, it is certainly 

a pleasure to be here. I serve·on two other Committees in the 

Assembly -- Appropriations and Judiciary -~ and today I have an 

opportunity to sit in with this Committee. Anything that 

concerns economic development in Salem County _is of interest to 

those of us who represent this area, and I wanted to take this 

opportunity to be here to ·hear the testimony, so that when we 
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go back to Trenton after November 3, we can move forward with 
some of the economic development programs that affect us right 
here in Salem. Chairman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: And, to my left is Deb Smarth, 
who is an Aide for the Assembly Majority. To my right is Mr. 
Greg Williams, who is the Legislative Aide from the Office of 
Legislative Services. 

Before we call our first testifier, I would like to 
make a few opening comments. First off, as I have already 
mentioned, we on the Committee are appreciative of the Salem 
County Economic Development Conunittee's invitation to come here 
to Salem. We are looking forward to an exchange of ideas. 

Economic development takes a wide variety of forms, 
such as industrial attraction, business retention, and 
expansion. Offering businesses opportunity for .growth is a key 
component of business retention and development. Offering 

' 

businesses a regulatory climate which is non-duplicative, 
consistent, and unburdensome is also a key consideration. 

There is no. doubt that businesses substant~ally 

contribute to job creation and j-ob retention. Approximately 
97% ·of all businesses reporting to the New Jersey Labor 
Department -- that • s 100 or fewer employees _...;... are small 
businesses. Ninety-seven percent are small businesses. 
Ninety-five percent of such companies have 10 or fewer 
employees; So often these small businesses are overlooked. We 

just get tied up in the giant corporations, but so many of our 
·citizens are tied to small businesses, as I know that some of 
you in this room are. 

It is no. secret that New Jersey• s competitive 
advantage, which includes lower energy costs and rental 
services, enables the Garden State to lure business and 
financial services from the New York City area, which is a key 
component in the northern part of the State. What's happening 
is, with no room · for growth there, they are looking further 
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south. We hope that that· kind of economic growth philosophy 
will work here in South Jer.sey. 

As a matter of fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
indicates that between June, 1977, and· June, 1986, employment 

in New York, in such sectors as wholesale trade~ 

transportation, _and port-related activity, declined by 42,000 

jobs, while New Jersey's se~tor gained 80,000 jobs over this 

10-year period._ We need· to work together to ensure that 

business development and growth continue throughout the whole 

State. 

Several initiatives released by this Committee during 

the past two years aim at achieving these goals: 

Assembly Bill 3151, sponsored by former Assemblyman 

Dick Zimmer· -- now Senator Dick Zimmer -- provides that the 

Department of Commerce and Economic Development take on new 

responsibilities to encourage cooperative business ~rrangements 

between small businesses and large businesses in the State. 

The legislation is intended to promote marketing 

partnerships,_ a;nd manufacturing partnerships betwe$n large and 

small· businesses, as well as potential investment by large 

corporations in small .companies. 
According to testimony at past Committee hearings, 

there is a ·lack of seed capital financing being- directed to 

business start~ups and expansion from conventional funding 

sources. Only one bank in the State -- MidLantic -- has a loan 
program st~ictly tailored ~ards seeq capital fQr small 
high-tech companies. 

A-3282, and its companion measure, A-4184, provide 

substantial funding for seed c~pital investments in those 

enterprises that cannot get conventional private funding, but 

seek to develop innovative technology, new products, and 

industrial processes. Under the terms of this legislation, the 

New Jersey Development Authority can execute an agreement with 

a major private investor to manage the pool of funds to assure 

successful endeavors. 
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The use· of incubator facilities can help small 
businesses better cope with ·such problems as cash flow and 
personnel shortages. Incubators provide low cost rental space, 
shared administrative personnel, as well as certain consulting 
services. At le.ast 11 states have used the incubator f ac i 1 i ty 
approach. They include: Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 
Louisiana, Michigan_, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Ohio, and Pennsylvania. 

Assembly Bill 4170, sponsored by Assembly Economic 
Development Committee member Rooney -- who hopefully will be 
here today -- will be amended to provide $2 million to promote 
the establishment of such incubator facilities in locations · 
with higher-than-average unemployment rates. That brings us 
right here to Salem and Cumberland Counties. 

There is a piece of legislation that I sponsored, 
along with Assemblyman Catrillo, which w~ll h~~e a statewide 
study done in three counties -- Cumberland, Salem, and Hudson --- to see what is going on with the higher unemployment rates 
in those areas, as compared with the rest. of the State. That 
legislatio~, hopefully, will be wending .. its way through. the 

Legislature, and will be signed into law by the Governor, so we 
can help those areas -- and we have a number of them here in 
South Jersey to deal with what • s happening in ·the 
unemployment areas. 

Every year, the State adds -- and in many cases 
unfortunately, I thin)''-- hundre4s of new regulations to its 33 
volumes of Administrative Code. Between 1978 and 1985, the 
number of pag~s in the "New Jersey Register" increased from 573 
to 3033 pages -- a 530\ increase. These 33 volumes of the 

Administrative Code are regulations that have been called the 

"fourth· branch" of government. 

To deal with this maze of oftentimes duplicative, 

inconsistent, and unnecessary regulations, we have several 

measures we are trying to move through the Assembly Regulatory 
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·Efficiency and Oversight Committee. Most notable is A-10, 

which provides for regulatory flexibility based on size, type, 

and nature of a business. 
So, there are so marty aspects to what is going on 

statewide, here in economic development. As I look out into 

the audience, I find I am familiar with some faces, both from 

Trenton and further north and, of course, local business 
people, who are committed to helping economic growth here in 

Salem County and in southern New Jersey. I know I speak for 

the other Committee members, when I say I look forward to your 

testimony. Before you even start, I want to thank all of you 

for taking the time to come here today -- those of you who will 

share your thoughts and ideas concerning business opportunities 

and growth in our State. We look forward to working with all· 
of you in the challenges ·that face us , as we move into the 

1990s, ·really into the tw.enty-:irst century. 
So, enough of those words, because we are really he_re 

to have a dialogue, and to listen to you, the real experts in 

this .. we want to l_earn.today. That· is_ why_ we.ar_e all .here. 
We are going to start learning-- We are going to put the heat, 

right away, on the first speaker who is going to kick this 

hearing off, Jane Morris, of the Office of Small Business 

Assistance, Department of Conunerce and Economic Development. 

Is Jane here? (affirmative response) Why don't you come up 
here, Jane, and· please share· your ideas with us? 

J A/R E M 0 ~ R I s: With your forbearance, Mr. Chairman, I 
have brought with me some materials descriptive of the programs 
which I am going to describe. I would like to leave these 

materials with the Committee. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you, Jane. We won't read 

them now. We are going to listen to your every word. 

MS. MORRIS: Oh, good, all right. 

If I may, Mr. Chairman, first I would like to put me 

in context by describing the fact that I am a Financial 
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Specialist with the Office of Small Business· Assistance, of 

whi-ch Lois Rand is the Chief. The Office of Smafl Business 

Assistance is one of four offices within the riew Division 

within the Department of Commerce and Economic Development. 

The new Division is the ·Division of Development for Small 

Business and Women and Minority Businesses, referred to as the 

"SBWM 11 Division. 

So, we now have four offices which are sensitive to, 

and responsive to constituencies. The Office of Small Business 

Assistance is the same as it always was. We now have a Bureau 

of Hispanic Enterprise; Rolando Alum, Jr. is the 

Administrator. We have an Office of Minority Business 

Enterprise; Lee Davis is the Chief. And the legislation which 

created the Division also created the Office of Women Business 
Enterprise, and Norma Chandler Brown is the Chief. 

The pr!Jgrams __ I am going to describe do not vary, 

really, from office to office, but one of the thi:ngs we are 

able to do is give particular reference and particular 

sensitivity to the constituencies. It is very. comforting. to 
our Hispan:lc· constituencies, to the minority constituencies,· 

and to the women constituencie~, to be able to . go to those 

specialized offices, with the specialized problems the 

constituencies have. 
So, with that framework in mind, I will launch into my 

major programs. 

/"' ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Okay. 
MS. MORRIS: I would also like to identify myself 

further as being the Financial Specia~ist who put the deal 

together for the oysters. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Very good. 

MS. MORRIS: If you all remember me down there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: We remember that, right, 

Assemblyman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: We remember that well. 
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MS. MORRIS: Now I am working on the lobstermen at 
Shark River. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: What about clams? Assemblyman 
Hendrickson fs a clam mall, himself. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: He needs some clams out 

there. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Those ocean clams are what he is 

interested in. 

MS. MORRIS: They haven't spoken to us lately. They 

must be in good shape. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HEND~ICKSON: That's for another county. 

MS. MORRIS: All right. Mr. Chairman, some of the 

programs I am going to describe -- and it depends on the 

Committee which details you would like me to go into, because I 

can certainly go into a lot of detail---
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Jane, just one second, since you 

gave me the opening. There is something I wanted to mentio~ 

earlier. With the exchange of ideas we hope to ·get here 

today-- We have a good number of speake~s. Assemblyman 
Marsella. and Assemblyman Hendrickson, sometime in the future 

here .this afternoon, will have to be leaving. So, what we 

would like to do is-- I am not putting any time frame on 

anyone, but try to keep it somewhat concise, and then, for more 

detail later, even between the people in the audience and the 

Assemblypeople-- That is something we can pick up later. 
Okay? If everyone would keep that in mind-- There is 
absolutely no time frame, but try to be considerate of the good 

number of speakers who are here. 
MS. MORRIS: I will be succinct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you. 

MS. MORRIS: The programs I am going to describe at 

this very moment,_ are pr9grams that are available to the 

constituency in the whole State.· No. one need be deprived of 

these. These are available to· your constituencies in southern 

New , Jersey just the same as they are available to 
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constituencies in northern New Jersey or central New Jersey. 
Many of the programs have, for many years, been targeted, but 

that is to make the best possible use of the moneys available. 

The prospect of having the greatest generation of jobs and the 
greatest creation of ratables for the money that is utilized in 

· the program has to be taken in mind. 
So, let Is go right on to the New Jersey Economic 

Development Authority. The New Jersey Economic Development 

Authority has two divisions: One is the Division of Project 
Development, which does the lonq-term, tax-free bonds. Mr. 
Hughes is on th~ agenda; but I don I t see Mr . Hughes and I am 
not going to take his--

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Mr. Hughes couldn • t -come down 

today. 
MS. MORRIS: Okay, so perhaps my remarks are 

appropriate. If it pleases the Chair, I will continue. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Please do so. 

MS. MORRIS: All right. we have the Division of 
Project Development, which does the long-term, tax-free bonds. 

It can go up to $10 million~ They are now restricted to 
to do with manufacturing. operations in 
501(c)3 • s, nonprofit · corporations and 

projects which· have 

targeted areas 

first-time farmers. I think that is an important item, 
particularly down .here. I am from Hunterdon County, and it is 
particularly important in Hunterdon tllat they now have the 
ability to do first-time farming. You know it is under severe 
allocation restrictions -- the EDA Program for long-term bonds. 

The Division of Project Development calls upon the 

Division of Finance for the guarantee when the bankers ask for 

it. Therefore, in the Division of Finance-- That particular 

Division provides direct loans and loan guarantees.· 

Unfortunately, it is also on the basis of targeting, but that 

is the . way it has to be. That does not exclude any 
constituency from down here, as ·lang as it meets the Urban Aid 
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Community qualifications and meets the requirements of the UIR 

Index of the EDA. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I have a question, Jane. When 

you say .. Urban Aid requirements,.. are you saying the 

State-mandatedcriteria that determine Urban Aid Communities? 
MS. MORRIS: That is just about what I'm saying, Mr. 

Chairman, because there is a list. It is prepared within the 

State, and it is updated every six months. The Urban Aid 

Communities are calculated by the Community Affairs Department. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Absolutely. So, therefore--

MS. MORRIS: It isn't just because someone thinks they 

ought to put another name on the list. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Right. I am very familiar with 

it, because I have a bill that is waiting to be voted out of 

the Senate right now, that is going to amend the Urban Aid . . 

criteria, and which will allow a number of communities, 

including the one in which yo~ now sit -- Salem City -- to be 

included in the Urban Aid Program of this State~ What you're 

saying is,_ if that .becomes the l_aw of this St_ate, then ·those 

communities, along with all the other Urban Aid advantages they . 
would get., will also be eligible for this program, which they 

-
are n·ot eligible for now, because they are not Urban Aid. Is 

that right? 
MS. MORRIS: That's right. I am supplying the 

Committee with this list, so the Committee can see for itself 

which communities -- and it is by county-- You will find that 
some communities are on twice, because they meet the. Urban Aid 
requirements, as well as the requirements for the New Jersey 

· EDA -- the UIR Index -- which is unemployment, income per 

capita, and ratables per capita, calculated by their 

department. I think that that is enough now on EDA. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Okay, but I just have one other 

question: When you say .. targeted areas"-- . I read-- Maybe I 

was· going too far, but you said, .. targeted areas, and even down 
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here. " Am I to read in that comment that none of the targeted 

areas are in the southern part of the State? 

MS. MORRIS: Yes, they are. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Oh, okay. 

MS. MORRIS: There is this misconception that there 

are no targeted areas down here. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: No, I just took from your 

comment--

MS. MORRIS: All one has to do, is do his homework. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: You are going to give us that 

document? 
MS. MORRIS: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you, Jane. 

MS. MORRIS: If you do your homework, there it is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: All right. 

MS. MORRIS: Let us realize that there a·re many lists 

of communities. The Federal government has a list for Urban 

Development. Action Grants -- for UDAGs. · It has a list of the 

l~rge comm~ities; it h~s .a list of . the smaller· communities. 
We have New Jersey's Small Cities Community Development Block . 
Grant. I think this is a very good point for me now to get 

into this, because this is Housing and Urban Development money, 

which is passed through Community Affairs. The State of New 
Jersey elected to administer this. Therefore, instead of the 

communities of the State of New Jersey having a block grant 
given to them by HUD, the moneys are ·received by the State. 

The State, long ago, presented a program s~tisfactory to HUD. 

Now we have our Small Cities Community Development Block Grant. 

There are· 17 eligible activities, all the way· from 

housing, to commun~ty development, to economic development. 

You see (holding up _list), here is another list. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Yeah, we are familiar with lists. 

MS. MORRIS: In almost al~ cases, you will find that 

the communities on this list are the ones which are not 
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communities involved in urban counties or entitlement 
counties. They did not subscribe to that particular program of 
HUD. Therefore, we now have 195 communities which can apply to 
Community Affairs with a proposal -- it is competitive -- up to 
$500,000. Just let me, if I may, Mr. Chairman--

Salem County has Alloway Township, Carneys Point 
Township, Elmer Borough, Elsinboro Township, Lower Alloways 
Creek Township, Mannington Township, Oldmans Township, Penns 
Grove Borough, Pennsville Township, Pilesgrove Township, 
Pittsgrove ·Township, Quinton Township, Salem City, Upper 
Pittsgrove Township, and Woodstown Borough. Every one of those 
communities are eligible to apply for a grant of up to $500,000 
for a deserving project 
development, or housing, 
activities on this list. 

in community development, - economic 
in accordance with the 17 eligible 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: It • s very helpful right here in 
Salem County. Did they get them all, Mr. Director? 

FREEHOLDER DYER: I don't know. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS:· I was a little worried when I 

didn't hear-Upper Pittsgrove, but then she slipped it in at the 
end, so we•re all right. 

MS. MORRIS: Well, after all, it begins with a 11 U. II 

This is available for the Committee. All right? 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you. 
MS. MORRIS: We have an outstanding program in New 

Jersey, which is the New Jersey Local Development~ Fund. The 
Legislature made these moneys available. They are being 

·administered very ably by Director Steve Brame, Esq. Just to 
refresh your memories, this program provides for matching loans 

I didn • t say "grant II of up to $2 million, at 
approximately 4%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Four percent? 
MS. MORRIS: For 25 years. This program is designed 

to induce public-sector participation in the deal. The 
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eligible municipalities include this list, and I. am going to 
leave it with the Committee for your study, so you can see what 

is available. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you. 
MS. MORRIS: For example, in Cumberland County, we 

have Bridgeton, Millville, and Vineland, but that is what you 

would expect from a program like this. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Yes, rna • am. 

MS. MORRIS: Okay. Now, Director Brame also has the 

Urban Enterprise Zones. I don • t need to tell you that you have 

three Enterprise Zones down here. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Yes, you don • t have to remind 

me, as I sit in Salem, that there are three Enterprise Zones 

down here. This is not one of them, nor are any in Salem 
County, but go ahead on. 

MS. MORRIS: But go ahead on anyhow. There are three 

cormnunities, but they are considered two zones---
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Yes, ma'am. 

MS I ltJORRIS: --because of Millville/Vineland. The 
. . . . . 

inducements, incentives, arid_benefits to a business desiring to 
move ·into- the Urban Enterprise Zone, or already being in the 

zone, qualifying as a qualified business -- to apply to become 
a qualified business-- For the sake of brevity, I am just 
going to say that there is a tremendous number of benefits and 
incentives. And I am going to leave this with the Committee 
(referring to paperwork), because-- I will just pick one at 
random. A business, being fully qualified in the zone, can 
have a forgiveness of the sales tax up to 3%, so many of them 

advertise a 3\ sales tax on your purchases as part of their 

public relations policy. 

Another thing, if you should desire to build, or to 

improve a site, the owner of the building does not have to pay 

any sales tax on the raw materials utilized in the renovation, 

reconstruction, or expansion of the building. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Jane, excuse me for one minute. 
Assemblyman Stuhltrager has a question, but before he asks 
it-- Assemblymen Marsella ~nd Hendrickson, we are going to be 
getting, I think, through this, and the other testimony, a 

great de~l of information, so please let's feel free to jump in 
with a question at any time, instead--

MS. MORRIS: I welcome them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: --of waiting until the end. You 
don't even have to ask the Chairman. We are going to have an 
open forum here today. Just wait for your moment, and go for 
it. Go ahead, Assemblyman Stuhltrager. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Jane, you talk about Urban 

Enterprise Zones, and Jack pointed.out that Salem County is not 
part of that. I see we have John Bradway here today. He works 

for a company that is outside of an Enterprise Zone. How do we 

reconcile the fact that we have businesses in our district, 
let's say -- legislative district that are outside the 

Enterprise Zone, trying to compete with those businesses within 

the Enterprise Zone? Is there a way we can reconcile ~his, so 
. . . . . -
that is ·is not a case of unfair competition, ·yet at the same 

time, recognize the need to try to help those areas that have 
been named the Enterprise Zone? 

MS. MORRIS: I'm very ·glad you asked that question, 

because we have been struggling with it for quite a while. I 
refer you to Director Steve Brame, Esq., .for any comments 
would care to make on the solution of that problem, because 
has been given considerable thought. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Because, as we sit 

he 
it 

in 
Trenton, there are bills pending to expand the number 
Enterprise Zones, and with'each expansion those which are in 

are going to benefit proportionately less, and those that 

right around it, which we are, and we have Delaware across the 

river, which· has a different taxing system than we have-- The 

competition is very great, especially speaking to Mr. Bradway. 

of 
it 

are 
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When you are talking about a lumber company, and you're buying 
a large amount of lumber, say to construct a home, and you're a 
contractor-- If you are going to buy $10,000 worth of 
materials, the difference between the sales taxes could make a 
difference in where you go. 

MS. MORRIS: The present structure does not appear to 
have a remedy for this, but I direct--

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: I'm afraid that is the 
conclusion I have reached, but--

MS. MORRIS: --your attention to Steve ~rame, because 
I am not the Administrator of the program. Let me say, once 
again, that I am a Financial Specialist for the Office of Small 
Business Assistance. It is my job to be up to speed on all the 
programs and utilize them to the best advantage for the small 
business applicant. That is what I do. 

-ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: · Jane, this would be the moment 
now, because there are some small business people i~ the 
audience-- The information ·you are giving now, and you are 
going to leave with .the Committee, and which I know is 

··available-- How do small business. owners, citizens of ·the 
State-- Do they just_ call your office -- the Office of Small 
Business Assistance or the Department of Commerce and 
Economic Development? ·How is this material dispensed to the 
general public? 

MS. MORRIS: Oh, 
miles and how many hours 

Mr. Chairman, I don't know how many 
we _ have put into having seminars to 

' / 
reach out to the various counties. We have been all over the 
State. I think we ·have been to every county twice. We welcome 
invitations to make our presentations. -we are constantly 
seeking Assemblymen, we are constantly seeking Senators, 
Chambers of Commerce, who would like us to make a presentation 
on what is available. 

You know, we work very closely with New Jersey Small 
Business Development Centers. They are headquartered in 
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Newark. They have an office in Newark, and there is an office 

in Camden. The Director is Dr. Pat Pea.cock -- she happens to 
be in the audience and a great deal of information is 
disseminated by her. 

May I. give you an example? Last night, the Economic 

Development Director for the County of Monmouth, had his fourth 
series of a seminar called, "The Money Hunt." I was present 
there last night up until midnight, in Hazlet, talking about 
the programs available _to small business, and how to package 

them. . It is a tremendous effort for even a Department, a 
Division, and an office as efficient as ours. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Just one question. . It was 

very nice to hear that you have been in all of the counties . . 
But, if I may. make a suggestion, with the Assemblyman-- We 
from South Jersey always seem to feel, e~ther · rightly or 

wrongly, that we are not always that close to the State 
development.~ides--

MS. MORRIS: Well, may I--

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: In my coun~ty, I know we hear 

from· our municipalities that the formula and criteria set --
that our municipalities, once they make an application, for one 
reason ·or another, there isn't a program that seems to be 

slotted that they can equal to. I'll give you an example: One 

of them could be income and unemployment, and yet they could 
have a high, real property value. Now, it does happen. They 
seem to slip between the cracks. 

Maybe it is soroething we are not /doing. I sure 
appreciate being in touch, and perhaps we could set up some of 
these seminars for our area of the State, in order to get that 
information out. I know it's been good just · to come down to 

listen to you, because we have had a lot of questions on 

economic development for. the smaller communities, that are 

really in a squeeze, both for unemployment·and tax base. 
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MS. MORRIS: There are many things at the grass-roots 
level and self-help the smaller. cormnunities can do. They can 
take advantage of any structures that are available -- one of 
them is the Economic Development Corporation, which is a 
public, nonprofit corporation to make applications for 
proposals. 

Another thing I would 1 ike to call the Cormni ttee' s 
attention to is, I personally, many times, have set up all~day 
appointments i~ the Governor Is South Jersey off ice. I sit 
there and hear constituents by appointment. I am arranging to 
do the same thing with Dr. Peacock's office in Camden. I -can 
do that anywhere. I had a number of appointments in the 
offices of Assemblymen and Senators . . 

We are here. I would like to leave my cards. I would 
like to leave information on the var~ous offices and the phone 
numbers of the Department of Commerce, because there isn't an 
entity that I can think of that has worked so hard to get 
around, truthfully. I think_ we are a pretty dedicated lot, 

. myself. That is ~robably an unwise comment, but tha~ happens 
to be the way I feel. · · 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I wouldn't say it was unwise .. 
I'm sure it is a truthful one, so--

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: We agree with that; we agree 
. with that. 

MS. MORRIS: Well, I feel that way about it. 
There are two programs that I haven't mentioned which 

are certainly available to any constituent in the State of New 
Jersey. One is the Small Business Administration. That is a 
Federal program, so there are no locational requirements; there 
are no SIC Code requirements. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: We are familiar with the SBA. 
MS. MORRIS: Okay. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: And then there was another one? 
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MS.- MORRIS: Are you familiar with the Certified 

Lenders and the Preferred Lenders Program? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: No. 
MS. MORRIS: Okay. That is the really big part of the 

Small Business-Administration Program. Those banks that have a 

very good track record in doing loans and guarantees for the 
SBA, are awarded, and deserve, the Certified Lenders label. If 
they are really good, they get the Preferred Lenders label. 

That means they can make a commitment. The bank can make ·a 
commitment, and advise the SBA of the guarantee needs. The 
Certified Lending Program-- The bank says, "Okay, I will do 

this deal for you, but I want it strengthened. I want a 
guarantee from the SBA... They to to the certified lender, and 

the certified lender must give them a five-day turnaround time 
on yes or no. So, .I 1 ve got that ln the thing. 

We ha~e Small Business Investment Corporations 

throughout the State, and I am going to leave the information 
for the Committee, because it is for venture capital purposes. 
It goes hand · in glove, I think one would say, with the 

incubators. 
The Small Bus.iness Innovation and Research P-rogram has 

to do with funding new inventions. Under the aus~ices of the 

Small Business Innovation and Research Program of the SBA, it 
gives inventors and anyone with a patent-- It allows moneys to 

be given to them by the 25 departments within the umbrella of 
the program -- outright . grants. And the important . thing, 
gentlemen and ladies, ·is that the State of New Jersey has a 
bridge loan between Phase 1 and Phase 2 of this program, so 

that the awardee can survive and eat. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: How much money ·is tied into that 

inve~tors' program? 
MS. MORRIS: It Is hard to say, because every 

department of the Federal government -- the Department of 

Defense, the Depa;tm~nt of Transportation, National· Institute 
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of Health-- It just goes on and on, so I don't know that there 

is a 9ollar figure on that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Mr. Chairman, if I may make 

a suggestion-- It may be an excellent opportunity to have Ms. 

Morris come doWn and perhaps set up a whole seminar for one or 

two days down here for your ~eople. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Well, I'm sure that the county 

Economic Development Committee i_s listening attentively. I'm 

sure they will be working with Jane Morris. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: I would like to have her in 

Ocean, also. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Jane, if you could sort of-

MS. MORRIS: .I would be very pleased to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: --wrap it up. 

MS I MORRIS: Okay. Here is the Minority Enterprise 

Small Business Investment Companies (referring to list), which 

is part and parcel of the SBICs. The only difference between a 

MES_BIC and a SBIC is that the one is for ,minority enterprise. 

Last but not least, is the Business and Industry Loan 
Guarantee Program· of the Farmers· Home Administration.. That is 

the program you see identified· by a large "F, 11 a small "m, II a 

big 11 H, " and a big "A, 11 of the Department of Agriculture. -

Their State office is in Mount Holly. It is very effective. 
They do not only farmers, but remember I said the Business and 

Industry Loan Guarantee Program. That isn • t necessarily for 
farmers. Cliff Ross ingold (phonetic spelling) tells me that 

there is still a little bit of money left in his Federal 
Economic Development Administration. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Assemblyman Hendrickson will be 

writing up ·there, I'm sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Our fire companies need fire 

houses. We've been-there with that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you very much, Jane. It 

was quite .expansive to go over- all- of the various pr<?grams. 

I'm sure we will play off them as the day goes on. 
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MS. MORRIS: It was my pleasure. Mr. Chairman, I have 
only hit the high spots. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I know. Thank you. 
MS. MORRIS: Thank you very much for the opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: May we have Mr. Charles Coyle, 
Office of Business Development, Department of Commerce and 
Economic Development? 

C H A R L E S C 0 Y L E: Mr. Chairman, after what Jane has 
covered, and what she hasn It covered, I would 1 ike to read my 

speech. 
MS. MORRIS: Okay, Charlie. 

MR. COYLE: Good job, Jane; very nice. 

Good afternoon. I am Charles Coyle. I work for the 
State Office of Business Development. -I am here today on 

behalf. of the State Commerce Department, Division of Economic 
Development. 

The Commerce Department is one of the younger State 

agencies, formed just five years ago i-n 1982. In that short 
time, due to the Administratfon Is leadership and a number of 

. . 

legislative initiatives, we helped to create a positivr 

business climate and a~e. providing a variety of services to 
further the Sta.te Is economic growth. 

According to the u.s. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
between 1979 and 19-86, New Jersey ranked thirteenth in the 

nation in. job growth. In comparison, New York tanked 
twenty-third; Pennsylvania was forty-first. In case you ~re 

skeptical of government reports, Salomon Brothers, the New York 
investment counselors, reported that New Jersey ranked eighth 
in the nation in job growth between 1982 and 1985. The State 
had ranked forty-seventh between 1970 and 1979, which was quite 

a progress. In comparison between those two same time periods, 

New York rose from fifty-first to forty-seventh, _and 

Pennsylvania dropped from fiftieth ta fifty-first. 
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We are also proud to report that last year, per capita 
personal income rose nearly 6%. Housing starts increased 28% 

in New Jersey, compared to just 4% nationwide. Retail sales 
rose nearly 10%, three points above the national average. 
Employment reached an all-time high in New Jersey, and the 
unemployment rate remains about two percentage points below the 
national average. 

To further these positive economic trends, the State' 
Commerce Department's Division of Economic Development provides 
a wide range of services to help bring new companies to the 
State, and to help existing firms expand. You have heard some 
of this through Jane. But these also include site selection 
assistance, business retention surveys, licensing and permit 
coordination services, and other· programs designed to cut red 
tape an9 expedite job growth. 

D~ring 1986, the Division • s Office of . Business 
Development helped 55 f_irms expand, and helped to bring 90 new 

companies into the St-ate. -Among the new firms is Delta 
Trailers of Hampton,· New York. After _taking the c;:ompany 

representatives on several site tours, the traile~ 

manufacturing c~mpany purchased a 230,000 square foot building 
on 26. acres in· Bridgeton_, creating 410 new· jobs. We also 

helped Delta Trailers obtain various State permits, State job 
training services, and more than $4 million in financing .. 

To help attract new businesses_ and retain and· expand 
our existing ones, the Commerce Department administ~rs a-number 
of programs. These include the Local Development Financing 
Fund, a matching grants program administered by our Office of 

Urban Programs. Now · in its third year, the LDFF Program has 

provided urban business with more than $26 million in 

low-interest loans, creating 3890 jobs, and triggering more 

than $103 million in private investment. 

Some of last year's LDFF recipients include the Milven 
(phonetic spelling) Insurance Development Company, which 
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received a $950, ooo loan to build an office center, and the 
1054 Associates of Camden, which received a $160,000 loan for 
renovation of a plant in Camden. But by far the most exciting 
of our programs is the Urban Enterprise Zone Program, which was 

cited as a national model for economic development at this 
year • s National Association of Economic Development Agencies.-

Since its implementation in late 1984, more than ·one 

billion dollars in private funds has been committed for 
inyestment in the 10 zones, which include parts of Trenton, 
Camden, Bridgeton, Vineland, and Millville. Tax credits and 

other expansion incentives offered in the zones helped to bring 

Cadillac Laundry from Philadelphia to Camden, where it invested 
$4 million, and created 117 new jobs. In Bridgeton, Four Star 

Productions, a ·poultry processor, invested $2 million, creating 

more than 165 new jobs. 
I should also mention one other program the Department 

is involved with, and that is the newly created Urban 

Development Corporation. Using funds from the 1982 Community 

Developm~nt Bond Act, . -the UDC will provide financial,. 
technical, and other form~ of assistance to those, launching 
redevelopment projects· in' ~ny of 65 qualified cities.- It 

doesn • t have the power for eminent domain, but ·it can buy, 

sell, and lease property, make loans, constru~t projects, enter 

into joint ventures, create subsidia-ries, and buy and sell 

stock in those subsidiaries. 
The UDC has solicited_ input from local economic 

development officials, and the private sector as well, on what 
needs to be done in areas of hig~ unemployment, and what role 
the UDC should play so it is properly focused, and complements, 
not duplicates_, existing programs. It recently hired an 

Executive Director, Phil Rowan (phonetic spelling), a resident 

of Bridgeton, and it is scheduled to· launch its first project 

in December. 
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To sum it all up, our economy is excellent. The 
forecast remains good. Five years after our creation, we at 
the Commerce Department are better equipped than ever to help 
business grow strong here in the_Garden State. We look forward 
to serving the needs of the business community here in South 
Jersey and across the State during 19.88. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you, Mr. Coyle. Any 
questions? (no response) Just as a follow-up to Assemblyman 
Stuhltragerls question to Jane, you mentioned the Urban 
Enterprise Zones, and you have already heard Assemblyman 
Stuhltrager Is concern, in which I join him, because of our 
unique position here in the Third District. Do you have an 
answer to those of us who are squeezed between Enterprise 
Zones?· I assure you, we can see the bigger picture. I mean, 
you talk about 100 jobs here and 120 jqbs there, and it is very 
important. We understand that. 

MR. COYLE: Remember, the reason for government 
programs is beca~se there · is a vacuum; there is a need for 
_them. If those areas where the Urban Ente~prise Zones. were _not 
created weren It in need of ~hat kind of . governmental support, 
then it wouldn It ex~st. · ·So, -there had to be some disadvantage 
.in that particular area; otherwise, business itself would have 
been there, and thrived. But the fact that the businesses have 
thrived and moved t·o the other areas, means that there was a 
competitive advantage to what they saw there. So, what any 
project, any program is _doing, r~ally, is trying to relieve a 
dearth, or a wrong that might exist on an economic basis. 

Now, that is the_oretical. All right? On a practical 
basis,. the thing to do is to match the competition. Each area 

has its o~ benefits -- its own advantages -- and a better 
means of learning how to exploit those and popularize them and 
merchandise them is what is· going to really benefit the area 

you're in. I think that is the answer to your question. I 
know I have had Realtors talking to me in terms of, "Well, how 
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can we compete with land in the Enterprise Zone?.. Well, they 
. . 

weren't competing in the first place, because the land was not 
competitive. Business was moving out, or business was 
declining. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: You have answered the 

question in the theoretical sense, but in a practical sense, 
when government gets involved-- You said it got involved 

because of a need, but it could have overreacted to a need. 

There are people who are going to be on the outskirts of these 
Urban Enterprise Zones who don't have any re~l _way to compete, 

now that government has given an artificial advantage to those 

within the zones. 
MR. COYLE: Yes . 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Couldn't a hard look be 

given to-- I think we feel, or I feel personally, that the 3% 
tax is the biggest part of it; allowing that tax deduction, or 
that.tax break, if you will. Couldn't it be more in-depth, 

with perhaps some initiative other than a sales tax? · Are we at 

least lo.okin~ .at. i~, beca~se som~ of us-- That is the edge of 
the sword· that seems to be the most. difficult when y~:ni -are on 

the outer edge -- on the periphery, if you will. 
MR. COYLE: Well, it is probably comparable to the 

$1500 credit that they get for employees. To some companies, 

I'm sure that one has a greater benefit than the other. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: I think the sales tax-

I '11 have to jump in, Jack. I think the sales tax is the one 

that to the consumer -- to someone who is going to go to the 
store-- They can see it right up-front. The credit for 
employees, other tax advantages that have to be worked through 
the system of that enterprise, aren't as readily apparent to 

the person who goes in. But if I know I am going to go in and 

I am going to save 3%, I see it right off the top. Otherwise, 

there is going to be a lot ·.more price comparison, and I don • t 

think the competitive disadvantage would be as great. I think 

Jack's point about the sales tax is probably valid. 
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MR. COYLE: I am really not the most qualified person 
to give you a response in those particular areas, because I 

deal with companies that have a choice of anyplace in the State 
they want to come. Companies coming in-- Some companies are· 

attracted by the Urban Enterprise Zone, and some companies 

prefer not to be there at all. So, there are trade-off.s. 

There are different reasons why companies move in. Many 
companies would prefer a new shell, a new building in an 

industrial park, rather than moving into what would be termed 

an Enterprise Zone. ·They don • t see _the benefit of the tax 
break, and they don't see the benefit of the worker investment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Well, I think we can 

understand that. The sales tax. wo~ld be a benefit to a few, . 
and then may not be any benefit at all to move into anything. 
I think we would like to see an in-depth analysis, if you will, 

of just why they would come into 8.:11 Enterprise Zone on the 

sales tax only. Is that the real--
MR. COYLE: I wouldn't be surprised. I think probably 

4 

.Gary Garofalo, who is.the Coordinator of the Enterprise Zones, 
may have s·ome of those figlires, or· Commission_er ··slekic.ki. That 

would be interesting to see. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: Charles, isn't the sales tax 
issue you are addressing-- Isn • t that on a sliding scale for 
the Enterprise Zone? They only get the sales tax deduction -
what, for three years? 

MR. COYLE: I think so, and then I think it is only a 
portion for the ~irst part of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: Then it • s only a portion. So, 

it • s a three-year tax advance on the sales tax, but there is ·a 

host of other things, as Gary has mentioned --- the amount of 

employees they hire, and so forth and so. on. That is probably 

the biggest thrust·. of them moving into the Enterprise Zones, 

not just the sales tax. 
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MR. COYLE: With the companies I deal with and 
these are national companies -- · that invest me credit the 

job credit -- is much more meaningful than the idea of the 
sales tax. So, it depends on who you are talking to, who is 
going to benefit most by this specific advantage, including the 
entire concept of the Enterprise Zone. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: The second point then is , 
what incentive do we have-- I didn't want to bring it up, but 

since it has been brought up-- As there is a time period --- a 

time· frame ~- in the~e, if they are moving in because of the 
advantage of the 3%, doesn't it kind of make sense that they 
might only stay the three years? 

. MR. COYLE: I think there is a contract in the moving 
in that binds them for a longer period. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Okay. 

MR. COYLE: I'm not sure, but I think.so. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Okay, thank you, Mr. Coyle. 

Next we will hear from Gerard. Santerre, Division of 

International Trade, Department of Conunerce ~nd Economic 
· ·Development. 

GERARD SAN T E R R E: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am 

not here to give you figures on New Jersey's percent of sales 
over other states in the Union. I am here to present what we 
can do, and what we have been doing in South Jersey. That is 

the reason we're here. 
I would like to/·mention that I am with the Division of 

International Trade. I am a Foreign Trade Representative. My 
main responsibil~ ty is promotion overse,as, taking companies 
overseas small and medium-sized companies and also 
liaison with South Jersey, which I enjoy very much. 

During the last year and a half, we have found it was 

very important to get South Jersey involved in international 

trade, despite the fact that maybe its manufacturing base is 

not as strong as up north. It is developing, as you mentioned 
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earlier; they are coming down here. We have to help the 
companies here get into ·international trade. So, a year and a 
half ago, I started to meet with different counties, and I can 

say that we succeeded in developing, in Glo~cester County, an 
International Trade Council a very strong one. In 
Cumberland County, we also have a very strong one. We have had 
international _trade seminars ·- educational programs. We are 
working with the other counties now. 

Yesterday we had a meeting with the ·south Jersey 
Development Council, with Congressman Florio and Senator 
Lautenberg in Riverton. They are going into international 
trade now. So, everybody is getting in on international 
trade. OUr job in· our Division is ·to make sure we have the 
right programs for the manufacturers to get involved. I ·can 
say that of late, since we started the commissions or the 
councils here, South Jersey manufacturers are participating in 
our exhibits, overseas. As an example, in June we went to the 
Paris Air Show. Of the seven companies we have in New Jersey, 

five. were from Sou:th Jersey . i~ avio_ni~ equipment. . For the 
avionic show we h~ve· in ·singapore coming up in January, we 
already have ·five from South Jersey, which is a very good 
indication that what they need is a program and a quarterback, 
or just the quarterback. 

Just recently, we had a show in Mexico. I just got 

back. last Tuesday. We sold over $1,300;000 there at the show. 
Two companies >were from South Jersey. They brought the 
equipment and sold it right there. They appointed a 
distribu~or, and they have sales of $200,000 coming up. So, 

even Mexico, where they have a-surplus -- believe it or not -
was an excellent place to have a show. 

I am leaving next Thursday for Saudi Arabia. We don't 
have· any companies from South Jersey going to Saudi Arabia. 

But following that, we are going immediately to Korea, and two 
companies from South Jersey are going to Korea. The product is 
a made in u.s. product, in Korea. 
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So, in the shows we have selected; we have given 
priority to South Jersey companies, since it is their first 
time to go. overseas. As I say, we coach them along. We 
prepare ·the booth ·for them. We get the interpreters for them; 
the equipment for them; the advertising and publicity for 
them. When they arrive, on the day of the opening, there is a 
big advertisement of New Jersey companies being there. Also, 
w~ put out information concerning investment in New Jersey. 

These are basically the programs we have in the 
International Trade office. ·. Thank~ to the Assemblymen here-
You have been funding·us very amply to increase our personnel. 
Our personnel was too short to cover what we wanted to do. But 
the results are showing. 

I would like to mention the shows coming up. After 
the Saudi Arabia and Korea shows, we have a show in Dusseldorf 

medical equipment where we can only handle five 
companies. Nine companies signed up. I don • t know how they 
are going to fit into 100 by 100 square feet. This is how 
·popular i~ is b~com~ng· · f_or the small busin~ssman. Selling 
eyeball-to-eyeball, with a weak doliar, he ·has a chance to get· 
into the marketplace. We have a show, as I said, in January, 
in Singapo·re --- an air show again. This is where South Jersey 
·is quite strong, in avionic equipment. I was surprised, but 
they are, especially around the Cherry Hill area and Pennsauken· 
-- the components of the aircraft, even parachutes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: That's Switlik. 
MR. SANTERRE:· We once sold a million and a half 

dollars worth of parachutes in Paris. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: In Paris? 
MR. SANTERRE: In Paris -- parachutes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: That's Switlik, an Ocean 

County resident. 
MR. SANTERRE: Then we have Asian print -- graphic and 

printing equipment in Hong Kong in February, and a computer and 
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office equipment show in March. Again, South Jersey is stro~g 

in office equipment and computer equipment. We have very large 

booths this time in Germany. The show wi 11 be in Hanover , 

Germany in March. We are preparing for it right now. At the 
seminar we had in Asbury Park on September 12, before I left 

for Mexico, five people signed up for the Seabrick (phonetic 

spelling) Show. 
So, there is an interest in South Jersey companies 

getting to these s~ows. We will help them to get there. We_ 
'Aill get the distributors.. Sometimes the sales are perpetual 
and increase the jobs we need here in this area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Where did you say you were 

going in Germany? 
MR. SANTERRE: Hanover . 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Hanover? 

MR. SANTERRE: Yes. It • s the large~t show in the 

world, actually -- the Seabrick Show. We have been there about 
five or six times; this year, at the request of Mike Manning, 

f~om t~e-_u.s. Dep~rtment C?f Comm~rce-: who. gives us a lot o~ 

assistance in getting participants to go. We have 4.1 square. 

meters, which is a very large booth. It is very expensive, but 

it· pays off for the companies. Then, one more show in London 
-- a ·safety and security eqtiipment show in April. Again, 
people are signing up for that show. 

I am open to questions before I go. . 
ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: You mentioned all the shows and 

all the products -~ or, you didn•t mention the products. What 
types-of products are we talking about? 

MR. SANTERRE: Well, we make a survey first. We check 

. with the u.s. Department of Commerce, the embassies and t~e 

consulates. We usually go to a show that is. sponsored by-

Like, in Mexico, it was the u.s. Trade Center. They put on a 

show of food processing and packaging equipment, which is 

high-tech stuff in these foreign countries. We will go with 
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leading high-tech equipment. Now, if you are going with a can 
opener, you better have a new can opener, not just a regular 
can opener, or you are not going to sell them. The competition 
is very high. But if we go with a new product, it is good for 
three, four, five years, then you develop new ones again, 
because someone always copies it. We always keep in touch with 
new products, and we test them out in the market before we go. 
If we feel that your product won • t sell, we tell you very 
frankly, or if something is missing in your program, or your 
brochures, or something like that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: ·Are the majority of these large 
businesses, or medium-sized, or small businesses? 

MR. SANTERRE: Small· and medium. We have some as 
small as five_employees, ten employees. The big ones don•t 
need us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Right. 
MR. SANTERRE: They can tell us how to do it. But we 

help them out. 
_ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Very good. 
MR.. SANTERRE: We coach them along, and· eventually 

many will go on their own, and will get a booth the next show, 
because they feel they n~ed more space. They know how to do it 
now, and they will pay the extra money for it. Usually, we 
will only charge anywhere from probably $300 to $700, where 1f 
you go on your own, it will cost you around $4000 .or $5000 for 
the space. So, we do subsidize that part, to get you into 
international trade. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: 
appreciate your testimony. 

Thank you, Mr. Santerre. 

Next we will hear from Jo~ Bradway. 

We 

J 0 H N W. B R A D W A Y: Good afternoon. I am John 
Bradway, from Smick Lumber. The problem I would like to 
address Assemblymen Collins and Stuhltrager are quite aware of 

the economic disadvantage the Urban ·Enterprise Zone has 
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placed us in. We are a retail business dealing in lumber and 
building materials, which is a highly competitive business to 
start with. We are located approximately 10 miles from the 
closest Urban Enterprice Zone, ~d only 10 miles from the 
Delaware Memorial Bridge, which gives the State of Delaware 
merchants the advantage of no tax, Actually, we are caught 
between two fires. Our customers have a choice of no tax or 3%. 

On the average house job we sell, there is 
approximately $35, ooo worth of building materials. When you 

·cut 3% off of that, that places us a~ a $1000 disadvantage, to 
a business that once was as competitive as any around. 

We need some direction, and some relief. I am sure 
there are other merchants in this State, particularly in the 
count¥ area around . this, who are feeling the problem just as 
greatly as we, particularly in lower Gloucester County and 

Salem County. 
So, with that, and in the interest of time, I have no. 

furthet: remarks. I appreciate the comments I have heard here 
. ~oday. . I am most . anxious to secu~e. the_ .addresses . of those who 
we can pursue this matter with. 

·ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: John, you and Harold. and 

Jack and I hav.e had an opportunity· to talk about this subject 
more than once. I hope I didn • t take your thrust by raising 
the question, but I wanted to make sure we got it to the people 
who were here. It is a difficult problem. You know, when I 
see in Trenton- The Urban Enterprise concept -- and I have 
never wanted to mislead you -- is a popular concept. It is one 
that is probably. not going to go away, realistically. But when· 

I saw the statistics up there, and they talked about what a 

great thing this i.s, you ~ow, I mentioned your case. Are they 

keeping statistics on what we are losing at the same time -we 
are gaining? 

I know one of the speakers was talking about companies 
coming in from out-of-state, but in some cases·this whole thing 
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is .. robbing Peter to pay Paul, .. 
Bridgeton, it might be in Hopewell. 
versus another, you really haven't 
find some specific advantage_ to 
another. 

'because if it wasn • t in 
If it is going to one town 

gained anything, unless you · 
going to one town versus 

You heard the answers when we raised the point 
earlier, or the lack of answers, quite frankly. 

MR. BRADWAY: I appreciate your input earlier, too. 
Thank you very much. 

MR. WILLIAMS (Committee Aide): Excuse me. Did you 
fill out one of our forms? 

MR. BRADWAY: Yes, I did. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: If I may, what we would like 

is something in writing from your company, ·about just exactly 
what you find being on that ,periphery .. I think that analysis, 
if we can·get that, and get enough of that, perhaps we can take 
some direction. We can't promise anything, but we have to have 
the facts about everything out there ·that is going on, in order 
to try t<? help. 

MR ~ BRADWAY: ·okay.· We wi 11 be more than happy to--· 
ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: 'I'm sur~ Gary and Jack 

already have informatiOJ?- along those lines. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: John, do you think-- I 

mean, Jack Hendrickson talked about the sales tax. Do you 
think the sales tax is the prime thing that people 
differentiate on? 

MR. BRADWAY: Yes, the sales tax is the big drawing 
card. I mean, they can put a salesman on tpe roaq, to go out 
and say, 11 0kay, you know, get your prices, and we can be 
competitive ... In fact, we can beat them within $500 before you 
put the sales tax on, but when you put the $500 -- or you put 
the sales tax on, then ·we slip from $500 to the advantage to 
$500 to the disadvantage. I am not here to cry, but I am here 
to state a fact. In a town of soo people, we employ 30 people, 
and it makes a different to the impact of what we're doing. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: · Of course, the problem, when 
you-start comparing us versus, say, the State of Delaware, that 
is something that is beyond our control. 

MR. BRADWAY: . I realize that. 
- . 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: But it is one of the things 
that when· we are. up there and we are talking about· how to use 
surpluses, and so forth-- I think it might be a good idea to 
look toward tax reduction, as opposed _to new programs, and the 
sales tax certainly would be an industrial economic boost from 
that end. 

MR. BRADWAY: I only pointed out the fact about 
Delaware because we are actually between two fires. 

fight it 
angles. 

ASSEMBL~ COLLINS~ Absolutely. 
. . 

MR. BRADWAY: It is not a case where you just have to 
from one. angle. You • re looking at it from two 

The business we deal in works off a profit of 2%. So, 
when you· slice ·3% off of business that has been netting a 2% 
profit, you destroy the incentive to expand. We are currently 

.on the ve.rge of. ground breaking for _an expansion program, but 
we are- hesitant to .do it at the location where. we ar·e right no-w. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: It seems that the three of us 
can go on with this, which we have. We have talked with 
Assemblyman Marsella about it, and Assemblyman Hendrickson, who 
sits on the Committee with us also. But we are much more 
unique than even the Fourth District up in Gloucester, or even 
in Ocean, because of the State of Delaware sitting there with 
no sales tax, and you sitting there. Of course, Gary•s and my 
district runs over into Cumberland County, just short of 
Bridgeton. We have many companies there which are just over 
the line from Bridgeton; I mean, over the line by a couple of 
hundred yards, and in _the same business. The plumbing business 
comes to my mind. 

It is really a difficult situation. I think you 
realize that. That doesn•t mean that it shouldn•t be solved, 
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- because it·· s difficult, but it's something that we have to move 
on. As Gary said, when you go to Trenton -- and it is the 
State -Capital, and. we are one State· from north to south, no 
matter what the arguments may be at times-- and when you hear· 

the statements that are made by urban areas about the regrowth, 
and so on, I • 11 tell you, it • s tough, John, as we are facing 

·it, to turn our backs on those statistics. But, on the other 

hand, you're a human being sitting in front of us, and you made 

a good point. Five hundred people live in the community, and 

you employ 30. That is a heck of a large business tied to that 

community. It is something we just have to continue to be 

responsive to. 
I • 11 tell you, the two men on the end are very, v,ery 

supportive of South Jersey and our philosophy of life, let 

alc;>ne our business way of life. We will keep plugging away, 

but· you heard the testimony earlier. That is not to knock Jane 

or Charles, but it is really a problem. But we will keep at 

it.· That is all I can offer. Okay? 

. MR. BRADWAY: Thank you very much. 
- . 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you,_ John. 

Next we would 1 ike · to hear from Dr. ·Pat Peacock, 

.Director, Regional Small Business Developme~t Center; Camden. 

I understand that with you, Pat, are three business owners who 

are going to come up -- Charlotte Novak, Heuristic Solutions, 
Inc., Brenda L. Lingo, B. L. Lingo Doll Designing, and Lorraine · 
Wylie, Busy Hands Preschool and Child Care Center. If you· 
three ladies would like to come forward, you can-- (brief 

discussion regarding seat.ing arrangement) 
By the way, I do want to make mention of two points: 

One, if anyone would like to speak who has not filled out one 

of these forms, the forms are in the front of the desk. 

Secondly, all of the comments here are going to be part of a 

transcript at the conclusion of. this hearing. And, as I 

mentioned earlier, Assemblyman Hendrickson and Assemblyman 
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Marsella will soon have to be leaving. I just want to make the 
point very clear that the transcrfpt is the official record 
that these Assemblymen will be reading, particularly the 

Chairman of this Committee, Joe Azzolina. So, please don't 

feel slighted as we move through, or some of you speak later. 
The record will be on that transcript, and we will be more than 

happy to very much take into consideration your thoughts and 

ideas. 
ASSEMBLYMAN MARSELLA: If I may just add one thing to 

what Chairman Collins has said. This transcript is available 
to the entire General Assembly. All 80 members are entitled to 

get this transcript. . So, if you see some of us going to other 
appointments we have, we are still going to get ~ transcript, 
and most .of the Assemblypeople will read what you have to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: Just one thing, I would like 

to make my apologies. l will be here for a while yet, but I 

have a two-hour trip and a long evening ahead of me. It has 
been enjoyable. I will let you know when I have to split, Mr. 

Chairman. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS : Thank you 1 . AssemblYman. Pat? 

D R. P A T P E A C 0 C K: Thank you, honorable members of 
the New Jersey Assembly, resideD:ts of South Jersey, and 
friends. We appreciate the opportunity to come before this 
Assembly Committee to address some of the issues of economic 

. deve.lopment that are of concern to us. I am Pat Peacock, 
Director of · the Regional Small Business Development· Center, 
which is housed at Rutgers University in Camden. 

In order to better appreciate our sensitivity to these 

issues of economic development, permit me to present some facts 

and figures about our eight counties -- Cape May, Atlantic, 

Gloucester, Cumberland,_Ocean, Burlington, Camden, and Salem-

and I hope l have not forgotten. any. While the State of New 

Jersey has experienced a modest population increase of 2 .. 67%, 

our eight southern counties have witnessed a growth of 5. 24%. 
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The residents of South Jersey are younger than those of the 
State as a whole, the State's average being 32. 2 years, ·and our 
southern New Jersey age being 28. 6 years. The average work 
force -- individuals between the ages of 15 and 63 statewide -
is 66.9%; this figure in South Jersey equals 64%. High school 
completion statewide is 67.4%; South Jersey runs an average of 
between 53.3% in Cumberland County, to about 65%, with the only 
exception being Burlington County. The median income for the 
State was reported at $22,906; the median income for our eight 

southern counties, including Burlington, is ·$19 ,906 I And we 
can go on -- poverty figures for the State and the impact of 
poverty on South Jersey, both by families and by persons I And 

we can go on with regard to our heritage and our racial 
mixture. More importantly, we can go to small business, 

because small business struggles in its ability not only to 
establish itself, but also to expand. 

So, in 1979, when the State had new births of 1700 new 

businesses, the eight southern counties of which I speak had 

only 3700~ or roughly 21~ new bir~hs. In 1980, 20% new births; 
in •81, again 20%~ ·:tn 1982, it dropped to 19%; in •a3,- to 

18.9%. An~ these are figures which . are collected ·through the 

Unemployment insurance data the State has. New business births 
in South Jersey represent only _about 17.39% of the statewide 
growth. Now·, some explanation of this can be found in the 

limited access of assistance, information; training, and 
counseling I While high-tech may characterize the State of New 

Jersey as a whole, South. Jersey, again ~ith the exception of 
Burlington Coimty, does not enjoy the same fruits of this 
opportunity. The statewide average for high-tech is a ·little 
better than 10%, while the e_ight southern counties of S·outh 

Jersey average about 4. 8%. Burlington County, as I noted, is 

an exception at 12%. 

Other industrial opportunities in the southern part ·of 

the State are equally limited, with manufacturing only 
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representing about 14%; communications a little over . 11%; 

computers, 14.4%; research and development_, less than 1%. 

Opportunity may be limited to factors such as age, education, 

income, and the like, but perhaps opportunity is also hampered 
by an attitude which fosters dependency, rather than 

independence. 
Consider the opportunity for small, individually owned 

service businesses in South Jersey, not as competition, though 

that would not be a bad thing either, but as a complement and a 
support to the growing demands made · by this State • s emerging 

small business community. Small business ownership is a viable 

career option, but only if it is fostered and developed in a 

thoughtful frame. It is not only our intent to encourage _the 
careless who would .. plan to fail, .. and therefore· fail, to join 

the ranks of the failure statistics of 80% to 85% of all new 
businesses which, in fact, within the first three to .five 
years; do end up as failures in start-up. Small business 
ownership. as a career option for our residents must focus on 

the disseminati~n of in_fox:-mation from .our many State agencies 
which support. the growth and development ·of sma11 business. 

More importantly, this information, and accompanying services, 

must be made available on a consistent and reasonable, albeit 
affordable, basis. 

That is the role of a small business development 
center. we, at Camden, -and our sister program in Atlantic 
County, are resources·, . but we are very, very, very limited 
resources. In your efforts to ~ear the needs of South Jersey, 
and to exercise sensitivity in addressing them, may I offer our 

services to you as a cornerstone of a future plan, and a little 

background about the. concept of small business· development 

centers? 

The New Jersey Small Business Development Center, or 

the NJSBDC, is located in the Graduate School of Management at 
Rutgers University in Newark. There are five satellite centers 
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serving New .Jersey: ·Atlantic Community College, in Atlantic 
City; Brookdale Conununity · College, in Lincroft; Mercer 
CommW?-ity College, in Trenton; Rutgers, Newark; and Rutgers, 
Camden. According to the 1986 end of the year report, the SBDC 
network had served roughly 1100 clients around the State of New 
Jersey, with an average of four to five hours per client of 
counseling. ·of the individuals counseled, roughly 20% were ( 

minorities and 30% women. I know within our program, 85% 
represent women and minorities. 

The SBDC . network ·sponsored 146 training events., 

attended by roughly 4200 participants. The New Jersey Small 
Bus.iness Development Center network receives· a quarter of a 

million dollars from the New Jersey State Department of 
Commerce, out of the Division of Small Women-Owned and Minority 

Businesses. These funds are matched with funds from the 
sponsoring colleges and universities, a.I;ld then are leveraged 
with these moneys to the Small Business Administration of the 

Federal government, so that the 1986 budget from the SBA itself 
totaled a little more than a quarter of -- rather a. half a 

. . 

million dollars.· 

It is· of interest to recognize that in South Jersey 
and I represent a program that services five ·C?f the eight 
southern counties ~- in the first year we were ·.established, and. 
our grant was awarded in July, 1986 -- I'm sorry, 1985-- We 

-
had an Acting Director until February, 1986, when I took over. 
In 1986, we serviced 152 clients on a short-term basis, meaning 
less than 12 hours; 54 on a long-term basis; held seminars and 
workshops in 11 locations; and had workshops with_ participants 
totaling more than ·650 people. This year alone, we have seen 
more_ than 251 short-;term clients; 22 long-term; held seminars 
and workshops in more 32 locations; and have had workshops with 

participants in excess of 400 people. 
OUr staff consists of myself as Director, ·and I now 

have a secretary,· and a faculty person who works two and a half 
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days a week. · But, that is enough about what we do to try to 
. . 

interface. Believe me, it is not enough, but we are -a young 
program. I think after 19_months we are beginning to establish 
ourselves. More importantly, however,· I want you to hear from 

business owners, who have, at one point or another, come to us 
for some assistance. We have supported them, and we have 
backed them. Maybe through this outreach we can encourage more 
business· 

with us. 
shall I? 

C H A R 

owners and potential business owners to get in touch 
So, let me turn the conversation over to Charlotte, 

L 0 T T E C U L P R 0 V A K: Okay. Honorable 
members of the New Jersey Assembly, residents of South Jersey, 
and fellow $mall business owners: My name is Charlotte Nov.ak. 
I am the President of Heuristic Solutions, Inc. It is a Mount 
Laurel-based management and computer systems consulting firm. 

I am pleased to be able-to give testimony today before 
the Assembly Economic Development and Agriculture Committee. I 

hope to provide insights into some obstacles confronting 
_business, and address State_ policies ~imed -~t south-ern New 
Jersey business development, based on my somewhat uniqtie 

background with both large and small business in the State of 
New Jersey. 

As the Corporate Finance Department representative to 
the E. I. duPont de Nemours manufacturing facilities at 
Deepwater and Gibbstown, I was exposed to the day-to-day 
operations and State reporting requirements of large 
corporations in the State of New Jersey. In 1983, I founded my 
own small business in BUrlington County, and have dealt with 
the operating problems and reportinq requirements with which 

all small businesses must deal. During several semesters as a 
coadjutant professor of management at Rutgers University, 

Camden Campus, I became involved in adult business education. 

Finally,- my ongoing affiliation with the Regional Small 
Business Development Center in Camden, as an instructor to 
developing businesses, has also given me the opportunity to 
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make contact with business people, as ·they try to -learn more 
about the mechanics of starting and operating successful 
businesses in the State. 

An obstacle I would like to address, is the inevitable 

reporting requirements of many State agencies, and t-he problems 
a small business encounters while dealing with these agencies. 
Although I concede that a large, complex bus.iness operation 
will have proportionately larger reporting requirements, there 

exist minimum quantities of reporting that all businesses, both 

small and large, must address. In a large, or even mid-size 

business, the resources are available to hire specialists in 
the area o'f reporting, most notably the areas of finance and 

personnel. A small business owner may not have the resources 
to· pay for specialized help. It is this entrepreneur who may 

not have the ability to cope with the deluge of reports which 
need to be made to the State on a regular pasis._ 

Small business owner.s want to comply with reporting 

·requirements, and want to submit accurate reports. In a small 

bus_iness ~here the staff may consist_ o,f only_ a ~ew per.sons, the 
owner may be required to spend the equivalent of one day per 
week to keep records and file the necessary for-ms, in order to 

stay current with his -reporting obligations. With the 
complexity of the tax schedules and forms themselves, mistakes 
in reporting are cormnonplace and can require more hours of the 

entrepreneur • s time ~ not to mention costly penal ties and 
. fines to achieye' compliance with the St~te agencies • 
reporting requirements. Instead of being able to generate . 
sales for th~ir time to produce products and services, the 
entrepreneur finds a great deal of his time spent dealing with -
his confusion over exactly what the State agency requires of 

him. 

A perfect example of this dilermna is the frustration I 

have had while dealing with the State Department of Labor. I 

would like to add, at this point, that I have a master's degree 
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in business administration account~ng -so I should be able. 
to understand what -they want. I knew that my first corporate 

pay~oll would exceed $6000 and would immediately put my company 

in the position of having to withhold disability and 
unemployment insurance from employee paychecks, and then report 

and make payment to the State at the end of that quarter. My 

frustration was in trying to ascertain withholding rates from 
employee pay. I was told, during repeated phone calls to the 

Department of Labor, that they could not -give me any 

information until my payroll had exceeded $1000, at which time 

they would begin to process my application for an 
identlfication number, a process, which I was to learn, takes 

approximately six week_s. 
I was caught in a Catch-22 position. I had to 

generate a payroll in order to get a number, but I couldn • t 

find out what iny withholding wa~ unti~. I had that number. So, 
I had ~o generate a payroll b~sed on guesstimates of 
withholding for disability and unemployment and, therefore, 

pa"id a guesstimated .. amoun~ _. to t~e State. I r~ceiv:ed my 
Department of ·Labor identification. number finally, several 
weeks later, finally with the information regarding withholding 

rates and filing procedures. 

I then spent considerable time, which I could have 
spent with clients generating revenue for my company, 
correcting the next two payrolls,' so that my year-to-date 
withholding/~alances f6r my employees wei~ correct. This week, 
I have to file an amended third quarter return to the State 
Department of Labor. I will spend another afternoon, and file 

the amended return. 

Since the Department of Labor is unable to process 

applications prior to a payroll exceeding $1000, and once the 

payroll is generated it takes almost two months to process the 

paperwork and put the company in a position to pay· the taxes 

due the State, it occurs to me that_any business start-up where 
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a large payroll is generated immediately will. almost certainly 
be- in default of reporting and paying unemployment and 
disability taxes, if it commences business at any time other 
than the first month of a quarter. It is possible that under 
these circumstances the· system is causing 75% of the 
above-mentioned businesses to endure past-due penalties and the 
paperwork aggravation. 

Information in the form of withholding rates is all I 
was lacking, but I couldn•t. find any help. It would have saved 

me a great deal of time, and in ·my business, time is money. 
That is my product. 

What we need to do is reach those who are starting a 
business with information to make their report generating 

efforts as efficient as possible. Knowledge can go a long way 
toward making reports correct the first time, thus saving the 

business owner ~he effort and cost of amending reports to State 
agencies, and saving. the State agencies the resau~ces consumed · 

in correcting taxpayer mistakes. But, how can we achieve this? 

I am a great believer in: accomplishing tasks through. 
existing ·means. Many of the State departments have in place 
impressive training programs to educate business people in 
reporting 't'equirements. I have attended the seminars offered 
by the Department of Revenue (sic) and the Department of Labor, 

and found these Departments • staffs to be enthusiastic and 
anxious to· reach· State business people. Representatives of 
these\, Departments have admitted to me that they feel as though 
they are not reaching the great number of people in need· of 
their services, and testimony today proves that. 

We heard from Jane Morris, and we heard from Charles 
Coyle and Gerard Santerre, who have programs in place, but how 

are they disseminating this information to the small businesses 

in New Jersey? It is very difficult as a small business owner, 

unless you are really tuned iii to the network, to find these 

programs. Each department utilizes a different method of 



making businesses·aware of their programs. There appears to be 
very little cooperation among these departments that are trying 
to reach the same group. .overlap of services exists in some 
instances, and a duplication of efforts wastes resources which 
can be used mo.re efficiently elsewhere. 

The most surprising thing is that the departme~ts seem 
to be unaware that there is a State-funded Small Business 
Development CentE;}r that would provide the perfect conduit for 
information from .these State agencies to the majority of 
business start-ups. I . s·uggest that an effort be made to get 

the key players in this educational effort together, so that a 
state of cooperation between agencies is begun. The natural 
clearing house for this activity would be the Small Business 
Development Center. Not only can a direct line of 
communication be established from State agencies to the 
busine~s owner, but the Regional Smail Business Development 
Center can provide the agencies a grass.-r_oots perspective into 
those problems and obstacles that exist for businesses. 

We ·are all h~re .to give. testimony regarding .. ways to 
·stimulate business, especially here in southern New Jersey. 

While it would be ~ice to get something for nothing, we all 
realize that the efforts of our Regional Small Business 
Development Centers are limited by their modest budgets. I 
cannot say ·that I understand the reasoning used . by the New 
Jersey Small Business Development Center and other State 
business development agencies to allocate funds to regional 
centers throughout the State, but it appears to me that 
allocations to the northern communities, versus the southern 
communities, may be based on some formula which uses current 

revenues generated by businesses already located in these area.s 

as a gauge. While there may appear to be logic to this 
formula, I suggest that investing the bulk of State and Federal 
business development dollars in areas which are already highly 

developed may be ignoring the potential which exists in 
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underdeveloped areas, such as Salem, Gloucester, Burlington, 
Cumberland, and Ocean Counties. 

I obtained some 1986 budget allocation statistics from 
the New Jersey Small Business Development Center, and found 
that of a budget of $881,000 in 1986, the allocation was broken 
down as follows: Central Jersey -- which is a two-county 
location -- received 10% of these funds. South Jersey -- which 
is eight counties -- received 18%. North Jersey -- which is 11 
counties -- ·received 72% of these funds. I use the term 
.. underdeveloped areas" because I believe that a great potential 
for ·development. exists in the southern half of · this State. 
Certainly, the allocation of business development funds by the 
New Jersey Small Business Development Center ·is grossly 
inadequate for the successful developlt_lent of business in the 
central and southern portions of the State, where real 
potential exists. Surely a more equitable allocation of 
development funas will be needed to fund those activities which 
I have suggeste~ for the benefit of business owners. 

I ask this _co~i tt~e to_ -r.ec::ognize the _ need for an 
organized method for dissemination of info-rmation by State 
agencies, and for those collaborative· activities I have 
o~tlined. I also ask you to use your considerabl:.e influence on 
behalf of your small business dependent constituents, by 
effecting an equitable allocation of business development 
dollars to the southern portion of the ·state, where it is badly 
needed. 

Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Ms. Novak, just a comment. That 

was an excellent presentation. A lot of research went into 
it. For one- thing, we are going to find out· why it takes . the 
Labor Department so long to respond, once they ever respond. 

MS. NOVAK: Listen, I want to address that. After 
that whole situation happened, I personally called many 
different places. Tenacity is not erie of my shortcomings. I 
found--. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I get that feeling as I listen 

to you. 
MS. NOVAK: --to my surprise, that the Department of 

Labor has someone who is putting together educational 
programs. I cont-acted her, and she. is outstanding. I put her 

in contact with Dr. Peacock. I connected her with the network 

to conununicate with South Jersey business, and I· am going to 

make this one of my things -- to make sure people understand 

that help is there. If I had known her name when all that 

trouble happen~d, it would have save me a lot of trouble. I 

don • t want to make it look as though they are not making an 

effort. I think I just got connected to several people who 
shouldn't have telephones on their desks, in my opinion. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICK~ON: If I may, Mr. Chairman--

Assemblyman Collins and Assemblyman Stuhltrager made a good 
point, that we are trying to solidify the State of New Jersey. 
Being ·a South Jersey resident and Assemblyman, your conunents 

-are well taken. It wasn • t too many years ago that about· 10 of 

_us tried to. sp~it- the S~ate of New Jer:sey, with those seven 
counties. We got it on the ballot, and we won five out of the 
seven. So, our sympathy--

You were excellent. I hope we _can get the printout-of 

the report to help us in that way. It is not only the 
Department of Labor. DEP, we get it from, Health, and Human 
Services. There seems to be some lack of rapport, or ~t least 
expediency for the people out there in their time of need. 
Again, your points are well taken. 

Mr. Chairman, will you excuse me? 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: 

will come back, or whatever. 

·rt • s been a pleasure. I 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Your Swedish heritage brings you 
back. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HENDRICKSON: That • s right. No question, 
we're close to the Delaware. Thank you very much. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS:_ Who will be next, Dr. Peacock? 

DR. PEACOCK: Brenda Lingo. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Go right ahead, Brenda. 

B R E N D A L. L I N G 0: B. L. Lingo is a. company 

dedicated to the marketing of a product named Emmanuel. The 

purpose of the product--

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Excuse me for a moment. The 

transcriber is all right, but I am sure that some of the people 

in the back of the room are not going to be able to hear you, 

so you might have to really let it go, because we want to hear 

about B. L. Lingo. Go ahead. 

MS. LINGO: I just want you all to know that B. L. 

Lingo is a company-- My name is Brenda L. Lingo .. We are. a 

company dedicated to the marketing of a new product by the name 

of Emmanuel Doll. The purpose of the product is to take 

advantage of the rapidly increasing demand for religious toys 

in the marketplace. 

Prior to my designing the doll-- I am basically a 

housewife with three children, married 12 years·. So I had no 
. . 

knowledge of the busines·s world, or anything, and I needed help· 

in everything. I was in touch with Dr. Peacock on July 17 of 

this year.,· and within eight weeks I will have the doll. Well, 

basically it was already copyrighted and everything. We now 

have a manufacturer. The designer, who is an artist out in 

California, is going to make the doll. We w'ill have the first 

copy the first week of November, and hopefully the doll will be 

ready for sale by February. We expect to ~ake a profit of over 
$5 million the first year with this product; 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Was that $5 million? 
MS. LINGO: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: One other question: 

employee~ do you have? 

How many 

MS. LINGO: Basically, wbat we are hoping to do-- A 

company. out in California is going to handle most of the 
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manufacturing and the procedures with the doll, because I am 
very unfamiliar, and they have the expertise. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Five million the first year? 
MS. LINGO: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Okay,. go right ahead. 
MS. LINGO: I would just·like to say that it would not 

have been possible if it weren't for Pat, because I wasn't even 
aware that I needed a business plan. All I knew was that I had 
an idea, and I went on and had it copyrighted and, you know, 
different things like that. She got me in touch with the right 
people. Also, I will be attending an international toy fair in 
New York on the second Monday in February. These are things · 
that I found out· were available through Pat.-- different trade 
shows, how to market your product, how to seek out the artists 
and the manufacturers, and different things like ·that. 

So, I am pleased to have met Pat. She has been a 
great help to me. · Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: 'Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: I ·would like to ask a 

question of you, and I guess maybe of Pat. You take a concept, 
·which wa_s yours, and you are a resident of New Jersey---- Pat, 
when you work with someone, and it begins with a concept-
Here we have a manufacturer-- The jobs, in this case, are out 
in California. 

DR. PEACOCK: That is a real drawback. One of the 
things that Brenda and I have talked about is whether or not 
there would be a company in ·southern New Jersey. I believe you 
live in Cumberland County, don't you? 

MS. LINGO: Yes. 
DR. PEACOCK: You know, nothing would please us mare 

than to be able to put these pieces together. It simply isn't 
. here yet. That doesn't mean, though, that as the business 

begins to take hold, that she wouldn't, at some point in time, 
be able to find a source here. 
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MS. LINGO: One thing Pat told me to make sure of, 
basically, was that the company that is going to be handling 

the doll -- which is called Heaven-- We are only going to give 
them the right to have manufacturing rights for two years. By 

then, hopefully, we will have sought out a company within the 

State. We have done some research, and as far as working with 

dolls, there are companies, but their products are being made 

in Korea. So, they won 1 t take in new ideas, or anything 1 ike 

that. They deal_ within their own companies. That is the 

problem I have found I have been having. 

The company out in California also deals with Korean 

trade. This is where the doll will be manufactured. But, 

hopefully, w~thin the two years, after we get the people with 

the right expertise to handle such a company, we will be able 
to do this right here in the State. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Just so I understand it, you 

had a concept to make a doll. It could be making a toaster 

oven, or whatever the concept is. Tax dollars of New Jersey 

ar.e paying some of .these f.ine people het:e to tell you how to do 

this -- how to get it copyrighted; you need a manufacturer; you 

need an artist. I am glad you live here in Cumberland County, 

and I hope you make a lot of money. But, other than you, what 

is New J~rsey -- and this is for Dr. Peacock ~- getting? We 
have Korea manufacturing. 

· You probably have some 
copyright. 

We have an artist in California. 
lawyer. in. Washington who did· the 

MS. LINGO: No; right here in New Jersey. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Okay. 
DR. PEACOCK: They are southern designers and 

artists. The only difficulty in this whole concept-

Initially, she was exploring overseas in terms of the 

manufacture of the doll. The. only shortcoming with the design,· 

at this point, is having·to tap into a resource in the State of 

California, and that Is not bad, considering all of the other 

potential that could come out of a plan like this. 
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But I think more important is being able to take a 
concept -- an idea -- as Brenda had, and be able to put it down 
in terms of potential ability to make a profit, and to put her 
in touch with the right resources, because, you see, I am 
equally concerned that she succe-eds, since the track record for 

success in small business is worse than going to At.lantic City 
and betting on the games.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: If I may just jump in now. That 
is great _philosophically .. We would like to see small business 
do well, and I •m glad that Brenda is going to do well as an 
individual. But, let • s not - just as we have already been 
through here in some of the other philosophical arguments on 
Orb~ Enterprise Zones, or whatever else-- Philosophy is 
great. I think th~t- with having more people successfui in 
small businesses, having more women involved, more minorities, 

" . more all of the othe.r things we can have, we also have the 
bigger picture we always have to deal with, which is the entire 
State of New Jersey -- potential employees in New Jersey, and 
so .on-. 

So, your out, being the potential here--· Maybe it 

will only be two years, and maybe it will· come back to New 
Jersey. We don • t want to stop creativity among New Jersey 
residents as individuals,_ or as groups, but also let us really 
be fair, and keep in perspective here the Assemblyman's 
comment. We have moved .far beyond what our ultima·te goal would 

. " ' 

be when we go all around- the country, even though a New 
Jerseyan -- and I am happy to say that the creativity is in New 
Jersey, and probably in your three children, and will continue, 

and we can go on from there-- But, also, let's not put 
blinders on, and say, "Well, this is great because it is a 

concept in small business and an individual is succeeding," 

because we are a State of seven and a half million individuals. 

MS. LINGO: I would like to add that the business plan 
does call for the hiring of six people. I guess you would 
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actually have to understand the plan. They are going to handle 
the work in California. The dolls will be shipped here-to the 
State of New Jersey, and sold from the State of New Jersey. 
Okay? Everything will be handled here. But, the people out 

there, the ones· I was in touch with, have the expertise to help 
make the business, you know, successful. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Well, just so we all 
understand. We have another small business owner. 

L 0 R R A I N E W Y L I E: Good afternoon. I am Lorraine 

Wylie. I am the owner and director of Busy Hands Preschool and 
Child Care Center. We are located in three locations. We have 

a preschool in Penns Grove -- this is all Salem County -- we 
have a school in Pennsville, and we have a school in 

Sharptown. We have been in the preschool business for six 

years. My sister and I -- she is the other co-owner and 
co-director -- have always wanted to expand our business to 
become a full-scale day-care center. We, at the time~ were 

only in churches. We .. rented their facilities. . We were very 

limited in our business, realizing the f~ct. that overnight it 
could really go to smithereens, if· iaws were ch.anged wh.ere we 

could not h~ve a profit-making org~nization within a nonprofit 
organization, and so on. 

So, we decided we were going to pursue this interest. 
We wanted to have our own building, whether it be constructed 
or we buy an already existing building. We wanted to do it 
right, so .we tvook a course offered by the Rutgers Univer~ty 
Development Center on business plans.. We took the six-week 
course given by Jim Eulich (phonetic spelling) f~om Rutgers 
University· in ·camden, and we proceeded from there. He got us 

in contact with Dr. Peacock, and from there, she took us to 
polish our business plan and to really guide us as far as 
ref_ining ourselves financially, giving us all sorts of 

suggestions and whom to contac-t. 
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When it was all said and done, we put ~ lot of time, a 
lot of work, and a lot of effort into it. We really kind of 
had a business plan in our heads, but today, everything has to 
go down on paper. She was able to help us do this, and realize 
different facets of our business so we could become successful. 

We did this back in the spring, probably, what, about 
May? 

DR. PEACOCK: Yes. 
MS. WYLIE: Somewhere around in there -- spring of 

• 87. We purchased an already existing building, and we had 
settlement on July 31, 1987. Before settlement, people knew we 
were coming to the area. We hired 14 local residents to work 
in the -facility, and before we had settlement on the 
thirty-first, we had full enrollment. They were good problems 
to have, to be so full at the time. 

I just want to add that the reason I am here is to 
support the efforts of the center that Dr. Peac.ock represents, 
and works for, because without her I don•t think we would be as 
successful as we are. _Yo~ kno~, . eve~ the banks--. On our 
business plan, their comment was that it was the best they had 
ever seen -- the best that had ever come across,· and how could 
anyone dispute what came across? If it weren•t for Dr. 
Peacock, I don•t think we could have done that. 

So, I am here to really support, you know, additional 
funding for the area she.is working in. We have always sought 

·our training through workshops and professional /people. We 
feel that is the only way it can.be done. You can't go out on 
your own to do it. You need this profess.ional training. As 
long_· as it is there, I think there can be growth . in South 
Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you all very much. It was 
quite enlightening. Thank you. 

DR. PEACOCK:· Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Next we wi 11 · have Dr. Raymond 
Heinzelmann, - Director 
River Port Authority, 

of the 
and 

Government Relations, Delaware 

-have to wait for him, Doctor. 

these things--

World Trade Division, Delaware 
Mr. Harry Kennedy, Manager, 
River Port Authority. You don't 

By the time he hands out all 

DR. RAYMOND G. HEINZELMANN: He'salways 
one step behind. He's the lead-off speaker, so I am just going 

to have to--
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: He is? 

DR. HEINZELMANN: Yes. 
HARRY J. KENNEDY, 

itself, ri~ht, Mr. Vice Chairman? 

J R.: That's testimony in 

Thank _you very much, Vice Chairman Collins, 

Assemblyman Stuhltrager, ladies and _gentlemen. First of ail, I 

would like to take the opportuni~y to certainly conunend you for 
having this hearing in South Jersey·. It seems all too often we 
go to Trenton, or sometimes. to Newark, in order to talk about 

economic develop~ent, and it _is indeed-~ J?le~sure to~~e able to 
travel to Salem County, and go home ·to Gloucester County 
afterward, instead o_f __ going home to. Gloucester County from 

Newark. 
Dr. Heinzelmann and I are here today to represent the 

Delaware River Port Authority, which, as you are aware, is a 
bistate transportation agency serving southern New Jersey and 
southeastern Pennsylvania. It owns and operates four highway 
toll bridges across the Delaware River and, through its 
subsidiary, the Port Authority Transit Corporation, manages a 
14.5-mile rapid transit line. 

The DRPA • s port district includes Atlantic', 

Burlington, -Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, 

and Salem Counties in New Jersey, and Philadelphia and Delaware 

County in Pennsylvania. The DRPA'.s jurisdiction overlaps with 

many other agencies; however, we are ~he primary agency between 
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Camden and Gloucester County and Philadelphia, as far as the 
bridge crossings are. concerned, and the only other agency 

besides New Jersey .Transit that operates mass transit in 

southern New Jersey. 
We are very proud of our mass transit operation. r•m 

sure, as you gentlemen are aware, that it has the highest 

return, based on revenue, of any transit system in the world. 
lt operates more closely to its actual costs than any other 

transit system in the entire country, and has an on-time 
percentage of 99.6%, the highest in the entire industry. 

We ~re also very proud of our bridges and the record 
of safety. The fact is, this year we will be carrying 

approximately so million passengers across those bridges. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS : And on one of the bridges it 

will be well-lit as they go· over. Is that right? 

MR. KENNEDY: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: That•s what I thought. 

MR. KENNEDY: Th9-nks very much to the support of the 

Assembly and the S_enate, as._ w~ll . as. _the - Governor. The Ben 
Franklin Bridge commemorates the joining together· of ·the two 

states, and without the generosity of the S.tate of New Jersey, 
of course, that might not have been possible. We certainly 
appreciate your support, Assemblymen. 

We would also_like to point out that we support, along 
the Delaware River, many of the ·activities that stimulate 
economic development. In the past· 10 years, the DRPA has been-
involved in over $700 million worth of capital improvements _for 
the region, many of these impacting on the Third and Fourth 

Lesislative Districts. We. are very proud of that chance to 

interact with the community. 

At this time, I would like to have Dr. Heinzelmann 

talk about our largest engine for economic development, 

hopefully one that cert-ainly the Assembly w~ll be getting 

involved with sometime in the· next year, and certainly with the 
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help of both of you gentlemen at that time, to help generate 
some more economic revenue. That is in the area of port 
unification, which will be discussed at greater length in the 
future. But, at the present time, we are involved in 
generating economic revenue, and Dr. Heinzelmann is the 
Director of the World Trade Division.· I would like to turn it 
over to Dr. Heinzelmann. 

DR. HEINZELMANN: Thank you, Harry. Thank you, 
Assemb~ymen, for the opportunity to be here today to share with 
you some of the activities of the World Trade Division. 

The mandate by the two Governors. when the Delaware 
River Port Authority was formed, and the result of the World 
Trade Division, was to promote commerce on the Delaware River. 
The point I would like to make-- The most important point I 
would lik~ to make here today ·is, the port complex here in 
South Jersey is- probably the most important economic tool 
available to South Jersey for economic development. If you 
take the three states -- and I only have numbers for the three 
states, at the moment the· tristate . port c.omplex,. 
approximately 100 ,·ooo jobs -are· directly and indirectly related 
to international trade and the port. complex~ Every time we can 
route additional cargoes through the ports here in South 
Jersey, we are talking about adding new jobs, as well as new 
revenues for the economic base of the Delaware Valley, and 
particularly of South Jersey. 

In order to carry out this mandate of promoting 
commerce on the Delaware River, the Delaware River Port 
Authority has established a world-wide ·network to promote 
commerce through the port facilities here on the Delaware 
River. We have offices around the ·world. We have offices in 
Sydney, Australia and, by the way, that office is largely 
responsible for_ maintaining the flow of particularly the 
Australian meat that is coming into the states. Most of that 
is comi_ng t~rough facilities hete in Sout~ Jersey. 
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In Tokyo, we work very closely with Miss Ming Hsu, 
from the Department of Commerce, particularly in the areas of 

reverse investment, to find leads of Japanese companies that 
are looking to establish either offices or distribution 

facilities in the states. We also have offices in Antwerp. We 

are in the process of relocating our office in South America to 
Sao Paulo, which is a major exporter of cocoa beans and steel. 
and other products, and we have offices in Hong King. 

In the United States, we have offices in Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, Chicago, New York, and Houston; again, all 

responsible for promoting commerce through the Delaware River 

Ports. OVerall, we have a_staff of 35 people, 25 of which are 

professionals who are responsible particularly for-- They are 
well-recognized for their knowledge in the field, or the area 
of logistics and international trade·. 

Our primary objectives for our trade representatives 
·are to identify new cargoes, and to work very closely with the 

terminal operators in putting together products that will 

attract t~ose car9_oes through the port facilities he~e on the 
river;. 'then, working in kind ·of a task. force approach, to put 

together a marketing strategy that will bring that cargo into· 

the ports. We work very clos~ly, as a result, with South 
Jersey, with Holt, and with the Salem Port Authority, in order 
to accomplish these objectives. 

One of the programs that we have available to promote 
the area . includes a regional advertis.ing program which markets, / /' 
or highlights the strong points of the ports on the Delaware 
River. It is an international program in excess of $250,000 a 

year. We developed the literature which you have in front of 
. . 

you, which highlights each of the port facilities. We have a 

public relations program; a government relations program, which 

Harry ~ennedy heads up. We have one of the - most extensive 

marketing research bases available to the community the port 
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facilities as well as to banks and other agencies, or 
businesses that are involved in international trade. We make 
that research available to . all businesses or interested 
parties. We publish trade statistics of what is happening in 

the port area. We conduct trade missions. We are about to 
leave for South America. Overall, we have 25 agencies, 

businesses representatives from government agencies and 
businesses in the Delaware Valley. We have at least, I would 

guess, about eight people from South Jersey going on this trade 
mission; again, to promote commerce through the South Jersey 

port facilities. 
We will be going to Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. We 

also have what we call our .. road-show program,.. which is a 

domestic trade mission, where- we take representatives to 
Chicago, to Pittsburgh, and to Central New Jersey, to bring 

cargoes i~to the port. We carry out commodity workshops.· We 
have a program in which we welcome first-time vessels into the 

port. 
In addition· to our marketing -~fforts, we have. an 

extensive program in' reverse investment; -that is, we have one 

person responsi~le to work with our people overseas to.identify 
. -

companies, especially fox::eiqn companies, that are interested 
in, as I said, locating their operations, or facilities in the 

United States. Our purpose there is to highlight the benefits 
-:- the economic benefits -- for locating those facilities in 
the Delaware Valley. 

We are putting together, at the moment, an extensive 
data base, which identifies plots of land, warehousing, and 
other facilities along the Delaware River, which are available 
for occupancy, for development, by t~ese companies; again, in 

hopes of bringing them into the Valley, and then putting them 

in contact with the local economic development people, ·in order 

to attract them into this a·rea. 
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We are currently in the process of putting together a 
five-year Regional Port Development Plan, and a long-range 

20-year Regional Port Development Plan. The objectives of 

those plans are to ·identify what facilities and resources are 

needed in order to keep this port -- the port facilities on the 
river -- up-to-date and economically viable, for attracting 

cargoes from around the world. Again, the port facilities here 
on the Delaware River are some of the most important economic 

tools that can be developed, and we encourage each of you to 
- . 

take an active part. In fact, we encourage you to become ·part 
. . 

of our trade missions. We had Ken LeFevre with us last year to 

. Europe. I think when Ken came home he seemed to be smi 1 ing. 
He ha4 a lot of leads. Now, whether he did anything with them 
or not, we don't know. ·But, he came back happy. We are hoping 

that other people from the Assembly will join us on. some of 
these trade missions, to help us in our· promotion of the 

Delaware Valley as an international gateway into the United 

States. 

Th~k you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN. COLLINS: Thank you, Doctor. In my tour 

of your. facility up there, and the ~hole philosophy of what you 
are trying to. do,· I have been quite impressed, but I do have a 

qu~stion as you talk about a 20-year plan, and a more expansive 
plan. 

When you say the ports of the Delaware River, what 
exactly-- What do you mean? What communities are involved? 
What kind of ports? How far north does i:t go? Does it go over 
to Wilmington? · 

DR. HEINZELMANN: Well, our primary interest, of 

course, · would be South Jersey. We include from Salem to 

Trenton, but it doesn't go much beyond Petty Island. I guess, 

that is the furthest north where we get fnvolved with any 

terminals. But, again, we are looking at land resources above 
that, when we start .talking about a 20-year regional port 
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development facility. We will probably go up as far as-- The 
river goes to 40 feet, which I believe is up at Fairless right 
now. The Morrisville/Trenton area would be the northernmost 
port. And when we go south, we are looking all the way down 
into Delaware Bay, in terms of the 20-year plan. We also 

include the entire Pennsylvania side. Again, from a long-range 
planning, we have to take into consideration Wilmington 
because, again, Wilmington can benefit all other ports, because 

it is part of the total attraction ·into the Delaware River. 
Once it gets into the Delaware River, it becomes an economic 
factor just where they go. So, we do include, in our marketing· 

efforts, Wilmington, but in our economic development, our 

2o-year plan will be primarily South Jersey and Pennsylvania. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: And, as I remember, from our 

previous meeting when I was up at the· Port Authority, your 

purpose is to get the ship into the Delaware River. 
DR. HEINZELMANN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: After th~t, you are not pushing 

them· one way o_r the other~ I:t . is wherever .. has the. ~best 
economic program for that particular ship. Is that correct? 

DR. HEINZELMANN: Y~s, then it becomes people like Mr . 
. Pettegrew, who is here, or Mr. Hoi t, and the people on the 
Pennsylvania side. They put together their marketing package. 
We will work with them. In ·many cases, we will work directly 

with Bob. or .one of the other terminal operators to go after 
specific busines~. Thep, at that point, it is no longer who 
has the package, but it is cargo that is targeted for a 
specific terminal. So, I mean, we work in different 
approaches. One could be a very specific, direct approach; 
another will be just an attraction, and ·then at that point it 

becomes a terminal operator responsibility to attract them to 

his individual facilities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN 

nothi~g · struck me 

STUHLTRAGER: 

more, from 
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interdependency there is between countries throughout the 
world, in terms of trade. Your testimony -- reading between 
the lines of it, and maybe extrapolating from it-- You know, I 

pick up the paper, and with each month's statistics someone 

writes an article about the deficit. It is higher this month; 
it is lower this month; dollar values and exchange rates 

changing. I listen to your testimony, and you are talking . 

about meat from Aust:r: alia and cocoa from Sao Paulo, and the 
fact that we benefit when these countries choose to come to the 

port. You talk about how we have· trade missions in a number of 

countries, encouraging these ships to come here with their 
products. You talk about reverse investment, where they are 

going .to relocate here. Then I will read an article about the 
Japanese are buying up everything in New York, and out from 

there. 
I guess my question is, is there a missing component 

here? Are we doing as much· to take our products to those 

countries? And a specific ~estion: What percentage of the 

ships tbat . come in leave with something'· as. ~ppo.s:ed to leaving 
empty? 

DR. HEINZE.LMANN: We are a consumption area. At the 
moment, in terms of general· cargo, about 80% of the tonnage we 

handle is imports, and about 20% is exports, in terms of 
tonnage. Probably in dollar value, it would be 90% imports and 

.10% . exports, because in this region, if you take the Delaware 
Valley, . there _is very little manufacturing left. Whatever 
manufacturing or exporting there is comes primarily from 
western Pennsylvania, you know, in large volumes large 

shipments. 

Our philosophy is that ·this cargo is coming into the 

United States, unless there are some trade barriers that 

restrict it. If the ports of Philadelphia don't handle it, 

then New York and Baltimore will. So we go after it in every 
way possible, to bring it through our ports here. ·our trade 
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missions, however, are not limited to importing into the 
states. We are also encouraging exporting. We meet with 
buyers,· as well as exporters, in Europe and South America. We 
want them, because a st~ong port is a port that can generate 
cargoes in both directions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: That would seem to make 
sense to me. You make money if it goes out, don't you? 

DR. HEINZELMANN: We work as hard trying to find 
exports. Unfortunately, they are much more limited . than the 
imports. But we do work very hard in terms of trying to find 
companies that are exporting and will route their cargoes 
through the ports. We work, to a lesser degree-- We do not 
have the resources to work with small companies on a one-on-one 
basis. We do work with the Wharton Program, which works with 
small businesses to try to encourage th:em. It identifies 
markets for their products, etc. We work with them in whatever 
way we can. We deal with as many -- or work with as many of 
the different programs that encourage exports as we can·-- the 
u.s. Department of Commerce -- in.every way possible. . . ~ . . . . . 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Are we making any progress?· 
DR. HEINZELMANN: It's very small. You know, 

periodically we will see a flurry of cargo, but the last few· 
months it has been down again. It was up for a period of time, 
and then it comes back down again. If you ask me why, I really 
don't know. But we look purely at the numbers, and some months 
it is up, and some months it is down. Just why that happens-
! can't answer that question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Let me ask a questio~ that 
just occurred to me. I must have read an article somewhere. I 
donat know whether it is a softball question you can go off on, 
or it is an embarrassing one. I'm not sure which. I ride past 
the old New York port there, ~nd I see all these vehicles 
parked off on the right -- right north of the Walt Whitman 
Bridge. 
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DR. HEINZELMANN: Yes? 
ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Am I correct-- Did I read 

an article that we have all these vehicles there, but they are 
actua1ly not co~ing in from the ships. They are actually being 
stored there. They are coming in by truck. 

DR. HEINZELMANN: That has changed. The first ship -
I believe it came in from Europe -~ arrived about a week ago, 
and over the next 12 months there is a contract to import 
25,000 cars from Europe, via vessels directly through the 
ports. So,· yes, some of the cars you have seen there in the 
past have been trucked up from Baltimore. But that is changing 
now. I understand there are other potential contracts. We are 
not directly involved with this, so I can't really give you any 
detailed information, but we do work very closely with the Port 
Corporation, which is the owner of .that particular facility . 

. ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: Was there a reason? Was 
there a competitive economic reason that made it cheaper to 
come into Baltimore, unload them, and put them on a. truck to 
bri_ng them :UP here? 

DR. HEINZELMANN: Well, . this ·is the first major 
facility. It has only been completed for several months now. 
They . are just in the · process now of putting together the 
contracts or selling those facilities, you know, very 
strongly. Up until then, the facility was incomplete. Again, 
you are bringing c.ars in, in shipload lots. Many of your 
importers have long-term contracts for facilities. Baltimore 
has been in the business much longer than we have, as far as 
the_ ports of Philadelphia are concerned. We ar.e just getting 
into that now. We are putting together those long-term 
contracts. I think now that a facility is available, you can 
go out and begin marketing it. I know we have met with a 
few-- We have Subaru right here in South Jersey. We have been 
pestering· Subaru on a monthly basis to make this port their 
primary port of entry; however, ~hey have contracts in 
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Baltimore. They keep saying to us, .. Yes, we would like to do 
more in Philadelphia,.. but they have contracts i_n Baltimore 

which cannot be broken, or which are difficult to break. 
So, again, it takes time for those contracts to run 

out, and then to market the port facilities here. Facilities 

take time to market. 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: That is an interesting area, 

though. Thank you for coming. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I thank you both very much, 

gentlemen .. We appreciate your coming. 

MR. KENNEDY: thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Robert Pettegrew, Executive 

Director, South Jersey Port Corporation. . 
R o B E R T L. P E T T E G R E W: Good afternoon, Mr. 

Chairman and me~ers of the Assembly. It is a pleasure to be 
here. If you don ' t mind., I wi 11 read part of my written 

statement, and then I would like to t.ouch- on some of the 

questions that Assemblyman Stuhltrage_r asked. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ~TUHLTRAGER: I _guess I should have saved 
.. them for you, oh,. well. 

MR. PETTEGREW: Well, I won't be able to answer all of 

them, but I'll give it a try. 

My name is Robert L. Pettegrew. I am Executive 

Director of the South Jersey Port Corporation in Camden. We 

are a self-sustaining, . semi-autonomous agency of· the State~ 

operating under the aegis of the Department of Conunerce and 
Economic Development. Our legislative mandate covers the seven 
counties of southern New Jers_ey from Cape May north to and 

through Mercer County. 
over the last decade, our two marine terminals have 

grown substantially, to the point where we are now handling 

approximately two million tons of import/export cargo annually, 

and with revenues of approximately $12 million. · Other marine 

terminals on the New Jersey side of the Delaware have also made 
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great progress in recent years. I refer here to the Port of 
Salem, which is a municipal port authority; Holt's Systeijts 

Terminal in Gloucester City; and the Crowley Marine Terminal in 

Pennsauken. Both of the latter are somewhat unique, in that 
they are privately owned, which is somewhat of a rarity in this 

country. 
In addition, we have two privately owned oil company 

marine terminals in South Jersey, one C?wned by Coastal Oil in 
Westville, and Mobil Oil's Ref~nery and Marine Terminal in 

Paulsboro. 
The substantial growth of our South Je~sey marine 

terminals . tend to obscure what I see as several disturbing 
long-range trends which do· . not bode wel.l for commerce on the 

Delaware River, but we are on a ~oll right riow, not only our 
terminals, but, as Ray Heinzelmann pointed out, all of the 
marine terminals ip South Jersey. 

First, with respect to ·employment in the oil business, 

there is a growing trend toward Third World countries desiring 

to export . m.ore _finished .p_roducts, su~h as gas.oline and hea_ting 
oil, rather than simply producing the crude and exporting it to 

consuming nations. 
Second -- and I think this i·s . much more important 

deregulation of inland transportation, particularly rail 
deregulation, is beginning to have, and will continue to have, 
an adverse impact on containers shipping to East Coast ports. 
I might add here that container shipping is really the name of 
the game today. Most of the high-value general cargo -- the 
high revenue-producing cargo does move in containers. 

Recent statistics carried in a national transportation 

publicat_ion showed that four times as many marine containers 

with high-value general cargo are arriving in this country from 

Pacific-rim nations than are arriving from Europe. Many of 

these containers which formerly were handled by vessels from 

the Far East through the Panama Canal to our East Coast, are 
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now being discharged at Pacific Coast ports, particularly the 
mammoth ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, which are actually 
side-by~side ports in different municipalities, and the same 
situation with Seattle-Tacoma. 

These containers are then being transshipped by ship 

line on double-stack container trains across the country. Here 

the rail equipment is actually owned by the steamship line, and 
the railroad merely provides the mode of power. Each ton of 
cargo s·o shipped deprives an East Coast port of badly needed 

revenue and job .opportunities, and even further compounds our 
problem by increasing the competition among these ports for ·a 

slice of a smaller pie. 
One container line has already piaced an order for 

severa_l jumbo-size ships, which are too large to transit the 

Panama Canal. With that .line at least, it is thus assured that 
no container that line handles will ever touch the East Coast 
except by rail. 

Another conunodity with which our terminals are 
well-acquainted·, is structural lumber. Much of the structural 

· lumber used in this area ·and up and down the coast is produced 

in British Columbia. When I first ~rrived in Camden in 1~71, 
·we also received some West Coast U.S. lumber. That lumber is. 

still available today, but there is no u.s. flag steamship line 
available to carry it. So, all of our import lumber now comes 

from British Columbia. 
Prior to rail deregulation, Port Newark in North 

Jersey and Camden were the number one and number two ports,. 
respectively, on· the East Coast and Gulf Coast as the largest 
lumber handlers. We still maintain that position, but we see a 
great. threat on the horizon. With the rail deregulation in 

this country and further deregulation on the horizon in Canada, 

we are witnessing-- Railroads have gotten their act together, 

and are now ~stablishing what we term "load centers·" in the 

east. These load centers consist of nothing more than perhaps 
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a team track on a county road near a metropolitan area, where 
the cars are spotted -- rail cars coming across country through 
Canada to Conrail, unloaded by gypsy truck drivers, and 
delivered either to lumberyards or directly to building sites. 

At the moment, the reload centers are predominantly 
located in New England, but they are moving south: One has 
already been established, incidentally, on a marine terminal in 
Baltimore. So, it • s coming very close to one of our main 
sources· ~f .revenue, and I might add, to the main source of 

revenue.ih Wilmington, as well. 
In an effort to counteract these trends, many East 

Coast ports, with the support of their state and local 
governments, are expending very substantial sums to improve 
their facilities and services. Close to home, we have seen 
very large sums of state funds from the Commonwealth of 
Virginia and the State of Maryland funneled into the marine 
terminals of those states, in order to make them more 
competitive. States in the southeast are also developing new 

modern terminals. to exp~nd their. share of world c_o~er~e. Why 
do these states do this? Very simply, ports are tremendous 

economic generators. The s~atistic commonly used ~or this, is 
that each dollar of revenue generated at a marine terminal has 
a multiplier effect of at least four to one in the local and 
regional economy. 

The point I hope to make here is that we .must begin to 
recognize this fact and, where appropriate, enlist the support 
of our elected officials. New Jersey, unfortunately, has no 
substantial track record in this field, and with good reason. 

Very simply, in the past, there was little or no need for State 

assistance. The Port Authority of New York and _New Jersey, 

which is the oldest port authority in this cotintry, was created 

as recently as 1921, but that agency itself did not enter the 

marine terminal business until 1947 --quite-a few years after 
its ·formation -- when at least Port Newark, from the City of 
Newark--
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In the following years, because the City of New York 
wished to maintain its own identity as a shipping center, the 
Port Authority concentrated its marine development efforts in 
our State at Port Newark and later at Hoboken and Elizabeth. 

That agency, because Qf its other substantial sources of 
revenue that is, tunnels, bridges, ·airports and, more 

recently, the World Trade Center -- has been able to subsidize 
constructio·n and operation· of its marine terminals. To the 

best of my knowledge, that agency has never requested State 

assistance with regard to its marine terminals, and ·I did spend 
20 years employed by that agency. 

This is a day and night situation, as compared to the 
situation in Virginia,· where the high point· on a port 

official•s calendar -- on various port officials' calendars -
is ·their biannual trek to Richmond to explain their need for 

multi-million-dollar amounts for port development. These pleas 
do not fall on deaf ears, because state officials are 
well-aware of the economic benefits which the Hampton· Roads 

region furnish~s the .. rest of the Commo:nweal th. . For exam~~e, . 
the Virginia Legislature, last September, established a· Port 

Trust Fund providing one-half of 1% from the Virginia sales tax 
to provide for capital improvements and ·repairs to Virginia 

ports. It i$ estimated that this fund will provide $20 million 
annually for this purpose. _The State of Virginia al~o pays 

approximately $9 million annually toward the debt service of 
the Virginia Port Authori~y. 

I will digress here just to amplify those figures, and 
I will leave this (referring to written material) with your 
Committee members and staff. I obtained these figures from the 
Delaware River Port Authority, but they were published by the 

American Association of Port Authorities, covering support, or 

aid to public ports -- deep-water ports -- for the years 1977 

to 1984. I won•t go through all of them, but very simply:· Of 

the 21 states from Maine all around through the State of 
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Washington on the We~t Coast, 18 states provided assistance to 
their public ports. The only states which did not were: The 

States of Washington, New. Hampshire,. Massac.husetts, and New 

Jersey. Now, of the states which did -- and there were 25 of 

them -- seven ~f them provided a total of $849 million over 
that. eight-year period, a phenomenal amount of money, in my 

opinion. Even the states bordering New Jersey, but including 

Virginia -- that • s four states -- over that eight-year period, 

provided public assistance -- public funds of $192 million. I 
won't bore you with any other statistics. 

In another area, I am the first to admit -- and this 
has been a sensitive subject -- that ports in the northeast, in 

years gone by, have ~ot been exactly renown for their labor 
productivity. This is beginning to change. The International 
Longshoremen • s Association is beginning to take heed of the 

need for increased productivity. While this is encouraging, 
additional efforts in this area are still needed. We are in a 
buyer's market, and ship owners are in a high-risk business, as 

evidenced by· the ·recen~ demise. of the Unit~d State.s Lines. 
That company guessed wrong regarding type, size, speed of-their 

new vessels,· and. their marketing technique. New lines are 

springing up, and none of. these are _wedded to any single port 
or any terminal. Cost and service are all they look at. It is 
a day-to-day struggle for most of us in the public port 
business to stay competitive,· simply because the ship owners 
are in an equally competitive situation, and the pressure 
drifts· downward. 

Lastly, ports have a new major problem confronting 

them. I refer here to dredging costs for new projects. Last 

year, Congress passed a law which requires that any port 

needing a new dredging project must be willing to pay the u.s. 
Army Corps of_Engineers between 25% and 35% of the total cost 

of that. project up-front, before the project can commence. 

This ·is a new program which will make it much more difficult 
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for ports to develop their terminals in a way needed to handle 
the new larger ships coming into service. I know that is a 
major concern here in Salem with the Port of Salem, and I 
sympathize with that problem. 

Early this year, our own port paid the Federal 
government approximately $1.5 million for our local share 
toward our Becket (phonetic spelling) Street Terminal 37-fqot 

dredging project. Fortunately, the dredging bids came in much 

lower than expected, and we received a rebate -- unheard of -
from t~e Federal government of approximately a half a million 
dollars. Nevertheless, "the million dollars which we paid could 
have been used for other badly needed capital projects, had we 

not badly needed this one-shot deal to get our berths down to 
the proper depth. 

In conclusion, public ports in South Jersey are on a 
positive roll right n·ow, but there are clouds on the horizon, 

and it behooves all of us, and I think especially our leaders 
in government, to realistically assess the benefits that derive 

from. our ports ~nd the. needs of those. p_orts, if we are · to 

remain competitive. 
That is the-end of my prepared statement. 

Those earth movers in Gloucester City are handled by 
. another terminal, but I can give you case in point. Just a few 
years ago, we handled John Deere tractors. Everyone thought 

they were exports, but they were actually imports from 
Ger~any. At. that time, John Deere • s marketing c;lepartment felt 
that chartering a full ship-- Charter rates were low and full 
ships were the way to go, so they were discharging entire loads 
of tractors at our terminal. Somewhat later, they sharpened 
their pencils. Liner rates had come down, and they began· __ to 

find it cheaper not to tie capital up in· inventory, with tl\ese 

·hundreds of tractors sitting on a pier ~til they were ~rdered 

and delivered, but rather to put them on liner vessels. John 

Deere actually went to Zoom (phonetic spel~ing) Lines in 

Baltimore, -where each ship handled a few tractors.-
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I guess what I am saying is, this is a very· fluid 
business, and what makes sense today to the consumer or 
producer, may not make sense tomorrow. 

One last comment with regard to imports versus 
exports. We sometimes say at our terminals --- and this is 
strictly by luck -- that our import tonnage is identical to the 
export tonnage~ but there is quite a difference in the 
character of the tonnage. The exports are primarily ferrous 
scrap going to steel mills overseas, and Pennsylvania coal 
going to South Korea. But, it is just a statistical 
happenstance tnat the import and export tonnage are the same.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN STUHLTRAGER: The values are different, no? 
MR. PETTEGREW: The values are completely different. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Anything else? (no response) 

Thank you very much, Mr. Pettegrew. 
James Storm, Salem Marine Terminal Corporation? 

J A M E S S T 0 R M: Mr. Chairman, my name is James Storm. 
I am President of the Salem Marine Terminal Corporation, based 
in the ~art of. Salem, Salem, Ne~ Jersey. We have ·consolidated 

. . . . . .. 

ov.er .one million dol_lars of land and buildings to develop a 
transportation and trading operation. If you look at the Port 
of Salem's brochure, you will see, on the left-hand side, which 
encompasses a large parking area, a building, and a grassy 
area, that that is now the Salem Marine Terminal. - We are a 
public terminal privately operated, one of its kind in the Po.rt 
of .Salem, and in New Jersey. We hav~ 26, ooo square feet~ of 
buildings, with approximately six acres. of terminal area, and 
three acres of macadamed area for staging and storing purposes.· 

I took with great interest the testimony of Mr. 
Pettegrew and Dr. Heinzelmann. I have a familiarity with both 
public sector development of public ports, and now the private 
sector development of public PC?rts. I use th~ words .. public 
ports.. because all ports of entry in this country are a public 
right. They are publ~c windows for trade and development. I 
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concur with Dr. Heinzelmann' s and Mr ~ Pettegrew' s analysis of 

the development potentiality of a port, and it truly has been 

said, and it is a fact, that a port is the purest economic 
development tool within a country, as evidenced by the ports in 

the Caribbean that I have personally visited over the past 

year. There are some very classic examples of that. 

You're asking, what would_ be helpful? I believe the 

Port of Salem has a unique ability to develop exports for 

southern New Jersey, thereby developing manufacturing and 

ratables and jobs within our hinterland. The why so of that 

is, the Salem Port Authority is the only municipal port of 

entry in New Jersey. It is, I believe, the only municipal port 

of entry in the north United States. _It employs· local labor, 

and for that purpose, the development opportunities are 

enormous. 

The Salem Marine Terminal is processing, ·at this time, 

trade contracts in three various Caribbean countries. I 

recently had the Ambassador from Haiti visit in Salem County. 

I }?eli eve. for the .·first time in the past 200 years, a 

rep-resentative from ·a foreign nation was here to announce an 

actual trade contract. We, as of last week, met with ·the 

President of Haiti. I use Haiti only as an example, whereby 

there is a unique opportunity for southern · New Jersey, 

specifically Salem and Gloucester and Cwnberland Counties, to 

develop their hinterlands to serve the Caribbean. 

We are a niche port. As Mr. Petteqrew said in the 

hallway, "Everyone says they're a niche," but, indeed, we truly 

are. We are a new port. We are only three to four years old. 

I am the President now of a·privately operated public terminal, 

again a unique -- a first of its kind. 

Listening to the testimony of the various elements, I 

remember back to 1972. I have served in the· public sector, as 

well as the private. I see something here, and that is that 

each port, or bistate agency, is selling its wares. The 
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economic development agencies have very little understanding of 
maritime transportation, international trade, and development 

as it relates to those two areas. The transportation people 
have very little understanding of maritime transportation and 
international trade. So, consequently, what you have are mini 
circles that are constantly overlapping each other. 

It's true that New Jersey has not taken a maritime 
interest in the _past. The reason is the Ports of New York, 
Philadelphia, and Delaware. We all know that the 
jurisdictional questions are what are involved, and Salem, of 
course, was a unique exception. 

My suggestion would be a coordination of the economic 
development governmental peopl~, such as EDA and Commerce -- I 
am just mentioning State now -- and even a liaison with ·the 
Federal people, and maybe having one office that could help to 
coordinate the economic development · agencies that are 
land-based with the maritime questions and trade and 
transportation. If you go to Dr. Heinzelmann, he is looking at 
an overall _trade situation. We have unique, in southern N:ew. 
Jersey and in these three counties sp·ecifically 
opportunities. So, I think that some way to coordinate all of 
those various interests--

For the first time, we have a seaport to develop. 
Recently, we have a zone. We have a foreign trade zone which 
was just recently approved. I personally had an· appointment 
this morning with a group from England, who are here to look at 
150,000 square.feet of distribution warehousing. 

I think we need your help. As Salem Marine . Terminal, 

I am a private businessman. I am not speaking on behalf of the 
Port of Salem. But I am in the·business, and good business to 

us is the public business, because as we generate cargo and 
trading opportunities, and thereby development programs, 

distribution warehousing, etc., the port then benefits and, of 
course, the j"ob creation and ratables are self-explanatory. 
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So, that would be my testimony. I would be happy to 
answer any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: I have a question, Mr. Storm. 
You mentioned the Haitian possibility, and this morning you 

were talking to people from England. How far can, not just 

Salem Marine Terminal Corporation go, but the whole port area?

I mean, is it co·ntrolled-- Is its future growth controlled, by 

the dredging of the river, as Mr. Pett~grew said? 

MR. STORM: There are -three elements to- the 

·development of a port: One is the water draft; two is the air 

draft; and three is the amount of land. If you can imagine 

flying into an international airport, and you have 350 

passengers on board, on Eastern, and they discharge into a very 

small little house and they all can'~\ fit in; even though you 
can land the plane, you can • t discharge the pass.engers, or in 

this case, the cargo. So, land becomes critical. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Absolutely. 

MR. STORM: Water becomes critical, which means the 

ships • r_e~traints ~- _th(lt- is_ the runway itself -- and how _smart 
we are · in terms of d·evel'oping and enticing foreign interest. 

Certain ports of the world make sense for large ships. Certain 

ports . of the world make · sense for small ships. I know the 

controversy going on between the Port of New York and Savannah 
and the river ports, and they have themselves a problem. There 

is no doubt about that. 
We are uniquely positioned for the Caribbean. If you 

look at our history in Salem County, you will see that that was 
the area of trade --:- that and England and Scandinavia -- that 
called here. They were small ships, and today we have small 
ships. You don • t send a 20, 000-ton ship to a country of six 

million people. There just simply isn't enough freight for the 

people. You send a ship of 3000 tons. 

I have personally visited the Dominican Republic, 

Jamaica, Haiti, the Windward Islands, the Dutch Antilles, 
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curacao. We have, as I said earlier, entered into agreements 
for feeds which are New Jersey -manufactured -- Bordentown -
wood which is New Jersey grown, manufactured cargoes. As we 

all know, for instance, in the Dominican Republic and in.Haiti, 

there is a great deal of textiles that are being refashioned. 
The materials are coming from here, and the product- is sold 

here. 
Lastly, we have th~ cocoa industry and the coffee 

industry. Salem makes an - ideal port for those industries, 

because it is extremely labor-intensive. Salem has a niche in 
the port market. Salem Marine Terminal, as the first and only 

privately operated public terminal-- We have taken a great 

risk. As I say, we have no~ consolidated over one million 
dollars of land and buildings", and we are very bullish on the 

. region. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Well, when you mention land-

Let me get back to w.ater, air, and land. Should I take· land to 

mean the space along the river that would control any future 

growth, or- ~re you. talking about _the fact that -~ou could mov~ 
··inland off the river to do· other things? -

MR. STORM: How it works is, th~ space along the_river 
is really the transient space. You can manage the terminals 
publicly, manage them privately, or a combination thereof. You 
will find that in the Port of -New York, you have Outerbridge 
Terminal, SeaLand, and Marr (phonetic spelling). They are 
lease terminals, and this is generally the way it works in the 
industry, because trade deals can be done privately.- But, once 
you pass the terminal, and again, we are in a unique position 

similar to Marr Terminal now, because our land is privately 

owned-- But once you pass that window, the development then 

becomes greater, and you could be looking at, for instance, in 

Mount Olive, two and a half million square feet .of development. 

Business has to have a reason to locate. We have good 

labor; we have inexpensive land; and now we have a se~po~t that 
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can give them a throughput contract, which is transportation -
marine transportation which goes to their bottom line, 
because a manufacturing company needs the raw materials and/or 
sends us finished product. It's all transportati~n. 

Lastly, we now have the foreign trade zone, which you 
know has certain advantages in terms of customs, duties, 
tariffs, manipulation of same, assembling, repacking, ·labeling 

-- that sort of thing. So we have all the tools in the tool 

chest. Just looking at pure trad~ng cargoes, we are at almost 
100,000 tons this coming year. 

Now, I personally have experienced -- and I did this 
morning -- a company 'that is importing and exporting a great 
deal of cargo through regional ports. They are very interested 

in Salem because of its unique niche; interested from the tail 
end of that to develop 150, ooo square feet of distribution 
warehousing and light manufacturing. So,. ports were originally 
dev.ised to be economic development tools. They became tonnage 

tools. The ports then became competitive, competing among 

.. th_emselve.s, and_ .they didn • t really
4 

_ ~hink '!-bout the economic 
development consequences --- what they wer·e ·there for in· the 

first place. 
Salem is brand-new, the first port of entry in the 

northeast since 1930 -- the only municipal New Jersey port of 
entry. We are sitting out there with a great deal of land, 

rail, a local labor situation, and a foreign trade zone. 
Back to yqU'r ques-tion: There is a finite amount of 

tonnage that can develop through the river front itself. 
Wilmington h~s 2200 feet of lineal p~er. Salem has 3100 lineal 
feet. So, if you are looking at ..!'the size of the port--" I 
was a northeastern person, and I believed a port was the Statue 

of Liberty and the Hudson River and the bay. In the rest of 

the world, that ·is not a port. A port is · a right to. enter 
for.eign product with security, having customs, inunigration, 

etc., · etc. This concurrent jurisd_iction is really something 
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that is very confusing. But if you said we had 3000 feet, 
given the right draft,, we would do, from a tonnage point of 

view, as much as Wilmington, and from a development point of 

view, I think we could do some. very int~resting packages. That 
is why I would suggest, having my background on both sides, 

that someone in State government specifically be assigned for 
southern .New Jersey to develop export trade.· Each department 
has a number of people doing all of this. Have one person who 

understands maritime issues, international trade, and 

development, or one office. 
I think there are tremendous opportuniti~s to devel~p 

our hinterland, which is jobs and ratables, and become that 

exporting port. We may be the one which can export, or is . 
exporting. · My little example back with the Dominican Republic 

-- a huge consumer of food: items; we in southern New Jersey 
grow a lot of food. They are a huge consumer of manufactured 
items. ,They are net importers. They are all islands. We can 

manufacture the heck. out of anything. So, the transportation 
_is the most expensive part~_ of the item, and we _can reduce the 
transportation costs.· · · 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you very much. 

The last speaker I have scheduled is Hugh Fenwick, New 
Jersey Commission on Science and Technology. (Mr. Fenwick ·not 
present) He's not here, okay. Mike Chapman, of The First 

National Bank of New Jersey/Salem County? (affirmative 
response) /There he is. 
M I C H A E L CHAP M·A N: I am privileged to serve on the 
EcoJ?.omic Development Committee of Salem County, so I guess in 

one aspect I am here ~or them; also, coincidentally, my 

employer, which is The First· National Bank of New Jersey/Salem 

County. Having never appeared before a Committee like this, I 

was really unsure of exactly what remarks to prep_are. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Whatever you want to say, but 

remember, that machine is _lis~ening. Earlier, I· went "Oops, .. 

. .... ... 
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and I know that is going to show up in there. They do it to me 

all the time. 
MR. CHAPMAN: I won • t give any interest rates or any 

quotes during the hearing. 
ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Okay. 

MR. CHAPMAN: Essentially, our bank originates, I 
guess you could say in Ocean County. Originally it was The 

First National Bank of Toms River, and then a holding company 
was formed the Statewide Bank corp. So, we are very 
experienced in seeing the growth that has -taken place in 

southern New Jersey. 
This past year, a new bank was formed -- The First 

National· Bank of New Jersey/Salem County. It is part of the 

Statewide Bankcorp. It is a separate subsidiary. The reason 
it was formed as a separate subsidiary was so that we could 

respond to the opportunities of growth in Sa~em County. 
Through out statewide organization, we have seen economic 
development. We experienced 43% in loan growth last year 

alone~ and we feel that within the next 1.0 years, we will see 
figures of the same type in Salem County. 

Essentially, what we have planned in Salem County-

We have purchased land .for two. additionai branches in Salem 
County, which should be completed, we hope, within the next 

nine months, providing all the construction takes place 
properly. We anticipate going from 52 employees to 70 
employees, which makes us one of the larger employers in Salem 
County. We also expect very vigorous growth in the amount of 
-- very vigorous financial growth. We predict that by the end 
of 1988, we will have reached an asset size of $180 million, 
from that of approxi~ately $84 million _just two months ago. 
All this growth,· though it is predicated on what we feel are 

our innovative banking services, will not take place, unless 

the economic growth does take place in Salem County. 
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We have taken other steps. I guess in our Ocean 
County subsidiary, we find that the commercial loan demand far 

exceeds the supply of funds that our bank has available, where 

conversely in Salem County, the funds-- There are much more 
funds to be lent than there is demand for commercial loans, at 

this point. We are in the process-- We have hired people to 
promote commercial loan growth. It appears from the various 
State agencies and committees, that Salem County, and the 

· southern New Jersey area, have been targeted legislatively and 

fund-wise for this economic growth. Through our expansion into 

this area, we feel we are in a good position to aid in that 

economic growth. 
I think speaking for myself, as well as for the 

management of the bank, we feel there is-- The beginning 

stages are being set for strong and substantial economic growth 

in the county. We fee~ the~e is ample l~nd supply. It is a 
prime geographic location in relation _ to major population 

centers, and an excellent transportation system- of I-95, 295, 

and the New_ -~ers~y Turnpike, al_l just- wit~in miles of ea_ch 

other. 
we look for the emergenc;e of light industry, and to 

accompany that - will be, I think, substantial residential 
growth, as well as related services. In the 43% loan growth 
our_ bank experienced last year, 64% of it was comprised mainly 
of residential development, shopping c.enters, and office and 
professional space. So it is that type of growth that I th~nk 

would be an off-spin of the light industrial growth we will see 

in this county. 
our bank played an important role in the growth of the 

Ocean County _area, and they fo~esee the same future, because 

that area is growing very rapidly. They feel that this area 

will do the same thing. 

Having heard the prior testimony, ·I agree that the 

Urban Enterprise Zone is a very important thing_, and I have 
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talked about it before. We do sit in a very, very I guess 
you could call it a unique area. Minutes away there is no 

· sales tax, and then a little further away, there is half the 
sales tax. I think that whatever can be done to . remedy that 

situation would certainly help out, at least from the 

standpoint of local retail, or retail businesses, or other 
businesses within this area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: Thank you very much, Mike. Ken 
·porter, Anchor Glass Container, Salem? 

KENNETH Po-RTER: I•m not really sure, first of 

all, why I came. Being new to the area -- I just moved here 
recently - from Los Angeles; I moved out just in time-

(laughter) I have worked for Anchor Glass Container since 

June, I guess. Anchor Glass Container, for those of you who 

are not familiar with it, is probably one o~ the largest. 

employers in Salem County. We employ approximately 600 
employees, who are within walking distance--

ASSEMBLYMAN COLLINS: We know where it is, the 

Asse~lyman and I, as· do most of· the peop~·e remaining in the 
room probably. · It is· the- largest employer in Salem City, I 

would guess, ·so it is a good name here. Go ahead, Ken. 
MR. PORTER: I came, I guess, just to listen. to what

this Committee is trying to do for Salem County and southern 

New Jersey. ·Not being familiar with a lot of the regulations 

anQ. a lot of the legislation, as fa~ as affecting employment in 
the county, it is a lit~le difficult for me to testify before 

. -
this Committee. 

Being the Personnel Director, I have encountered some 
particular difficulties. The number one difficulty I have· 

encountered is the employment picture, as far as going through 

the Employment Development Department and trying to secure good 

qualified help. In working with the Department, the numbers of 

people we were trying to .employ-- They didn • t have enough 

resources for us to look at. So, l went on my own, and I 
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published advertisements in local newspapers trying to entice 
people to come in to apply for jobs at Anchor. This seems to 

·have helped somewhat. I am not really sure why we were having 
that problem, or why we still continue to have that problem. 

The other thing I would like to mention is regarding 
the mandatory recycling bill the State of New Jersey has 
passed. I want to commend the State. I think it is an 
excellent bill. I think it is excellent legislation, not only 
·for other industry, but for the glass industry especially to 
survive in the State. This .Particular plant, as I said, 
employs almo·st 600 employees. The average starting ·salary is 
about $10 an hour. So, you know, it is a good revenue base for 
the city, as well as~ the county. 

We have just recently put in a processor. It is a 
glass recycling processor, where we can process raw cullet into 
a torm where we can readily use it in the furnace, as a means 
to handle all of the recycling of glass containers we had been 
wanting to get back to the factory. It cost probably 
three-quarters of a million dollars to put . this .piece of 
equipment in, and preparing for this, the leg.islation. 

. Being in the glass industry for 15 years at a 
competitor. company, I know that glass recycling is a means for 
us not only to get back the raw material, but it is a means for 
us to survive, as far as getting back the product we make. 

The main point I want. to make today is, I know this 
legislation is. still in its infancy, and .I know that programs 
are being developed to try to get it going. But I definitely 
support it. Anchor Glass Container suppoets it. We will do 
everything in our power to make it work, whatever that ·takes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN . COLLINS: Thank you very much, Ken, for 
testifying. -Welcome to South Jersey and Salem County. You are 
with a company that we think very highly of fo·r what they have 
done, and they continue to fight to preserve our area. So, we 

··thank you. 
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Is there anyone else? (no response) South Jersey Gas 
--would you like to_ comment? (negative response) 

Well, "if not, we would .like to thank everyone for 
testifying. Of course, .many people have left. There are 

coffee and cookies over there. Someone said I w.as supposed to 
· announce that· earlier, but if you take them with you as you 

leave, then the purchaser of them will not be upset that the 

money went for naught. 

Thank you all very much. 

(~ING C9NCL~ED) 
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New Jersey 
Food Processors Association, Inc. 
P. 0. BOX 359 • BRIDGETON, NEW JERSEY 08302-Q277 

Office of 
:. SECRET ARYITREASURER 

. : ~ ....... . 

Mr. Gregory Williams, Committee Aide 
Office of Legal Services 
State House Annex 
CN-068 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Mr. Williams 

October 20, 1987 

This correspondence is in·response to the State Assembly•s Economic 
Development and Agricultural Committee•s hearing on ••state Policies 
Affecting Businesses in Southern New Jersey, and the opportunities, problems 
and obstacles facing businesses in Southern New Jersey11

• 

• 
The New Jersey Food Processors Association, .Inc. is a trade association 

who·se members are engaged in the proc.essing and distribution of food and 
beverage products. The processing plants of our member finns are located in 
the southern half of the State •. 

As a preface to our cormnents, we would like to point out that several 
national companies. have ceased operations in So~thern New Jersey for various 
reasons. Amcng those are: Heinz, Hunt-Wesson, Curtis Burns, Del Monte, 
Seabrook Farms and Green Giant. Also, Campbell Soup ·has curtailed first 
processing of fresh vegetable in their Camden, New Jersey operation. 

The following is a list of major concerns affecting food processing 
operations in New Jersey: 

1. The higher econ·omic costs of doing business in New Jersey as 
cogtp~red to other states due to DEP•s strict interpretation of 
regulations without consideration of a cost benefit. In addition, 

· the DEP • s abi 1 i ty to increase permit fees to fund the increased 
costs of their operations without review process, further burdens 
New Jersey industry. 

2. We are concerned about the higher costs of disposal of solid waste 
mater~al and the recycling program. We are in ag·reement with 
proper disposal of waste materials, but consideration should be 
given to the type waste. Non-hazardous wastes should not be 
treated in the same manner as hazardous type materials. We are 
also concerned about sludge disposal. costs. Current regulations. 
do not distingu~sh between industrial and agticultural sludge. 
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3. We are concerned with the proposed fresh water wetland regulations 
and their affects on existing businesses. These proposed changes 
will have a detrimental affect and will retard the growth of some 
existing facilities. 

4. New Jersey state insurance regulations and their interpretation 
results in insurance costs higher than other states. 

The overall affect of the above mentioned issues create a higher cost 
environment in New Jersey versus other ~tates. This combined with pending 
regulations will have a negative affect_on the future of the food processing 
industry in New Jersey. -

If there are any questions or additional information is required, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

t~z::· Cl. )1t~~ . 
Benjmdin J. Milest1 . 
Exec. Secretary/Treasurer · 

BJM/cc 
cc: Arthur Brown - Dept. of Agriculture 




